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ateway plan
nder review
fficials say
pening program
o all races not
final decision
The decision to allow all
dents, regardless of race, to be
'tted in the Gateway Program
under review, despite confiration from several administors this week that the decision
y has been made.
"It was a miscommunication,"
Shelly Flock, director of media
lations said Thursday afternoon.
~':tfttJr,tunl ia .,_,iPI reLast Wednesday Frank
Hohengarten. director of enrollment management. said students
of any race would be admitted to
the program beginning next
school year.

!>ther administtators throughout the week said the decision
was made based on coun
decisions in other states that
ended race-based preferences for
admissions and scholarships.
"By mating a change. all we
are doing is interpreting the law if
it were in Winois. We are trying
to be pro-active." Vice President
for Student Affairs Lou Hencken
said Wednesday. "We think it is
important to meet the law. We
also believe it is imponant to
have a diverse student body."
Johnetta Jones. director of the
Gateway Program, confirmed last
week the program's admission
policy had been changed.
Thursday she said she had not
been involved ia the decision

~ma 1ltd <WeW}' 'ptOgnlll

and did not koow about the
change in the admission policy
until the decision ~been made.
"That is correct. I did not
know," Jones said.
See GATEWAY page 2A

on five-year
telephone deal

Wage incr-ease to be voted
on by trustees next week
By JESSICA BAKER

By TRAVIS SPENCER

covered by the bargaining unit
thnt nre below the State
Universities Civil Service
The Board of Trustees System average wage rate
Monday will meet to decide should receive an hourly wage
whether to approve a tentative increase to the state average for
wage agreement for Eastern's their classification.
The tentative agreement was
building and food service
reached by the 201 building
workers.
The BOT will meet at 8:30 and food service employees on
a.m. in the University Sallroom Oct. 9, 19% for the period of
in the Martin Luther King Jr. Sept. 15. 1996 to Sept. 14,
University Union.
1997.
Compo said since the
If approved by the board
Monday, the tentative wage tentative agreement was
agreement would inc1USC the effective in September, it is
building and food service retro-active. "If the board
workers' salaries by 3 percent. approves the agreement, the
Camille Compo, Eastern's workers will get their raise
program
administrative from Sept. 15 to now," she
assistant, said the 3 percent said. ''This won't be effective
increase will help to l1\llU their until the BOT approves it."
pay equal to other universities'
1be board will also consider
building and food service approving the purchase of
$67 ,500 property located
workers' salary.
According to the admin- adjacent to the campus.
Shelly Flock, coordinator of
istration's report to the BOT,
employees in job classifications
See WAG6 page 2A
Administration editor

Editor in chief

The Board of Trustees Monday
will consider signing a five-year
telecommunications contract with
Consolidated Communications
Inc. at a projected cost of more
than $8 million.
The contract includes the
purchase of local telephone
service, long distance service,
operator services, billing and
collecting services and the
leaselpurchue of equipment from

Jan. I, 1997 to June 30, 2002.
1be BOO' will meet at 8:30 a.m.
Monday in the University
Ballroom in the Martin Luther
Kina Jr. University Union.
Consolidatrid Communications
was selected as the service
provider through negotiation
fr>CISS· said Teleconunullications
i.fan18er Clay Hopkins. Eastern is
exempt from bidding on the
contract through the Ulinois
Purchasing Act.
Eastern's current telecommunications contract also is with
Consolidated Comoumications of
Mattoon. The current contract is
under a 10-year
signed
ua 1987 that cost about $10

contract, Eastern would pay
Consolidated Communications an
estimated average of S1.6 million
a year. which is an estimated 60
percent increase each year.
David E. Henard, associate
vice president for informational
techaology services, said the
r-~I l&Clude some cost
-~--IJJ~h
=iilr&il~ of inflation and

asreement

other cost increases in the
telecommunications field.
..After being locked in the same
contract for I0 years, there will be
some increases," he said
"Equipment and service
have gone up. We also
in 1987 that w:
match

2A
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Investigators search for clues in jet crash WAGE
WHEELING (AP) – The evidence is plentiful: skid marks on the runway, wheel marks on
the shoulder, scorch marks on the ground and
both sets of landing gear broken off on airport
property.
Officials at the National Transportation
Safety Board were examining these and other
clues Thursday to determine the cause of a
fatal corporate jet crash just yards from a large
apartment complex.
Four people were killed, including a state
official, when the jet went down on takeoff on
a clear but windy day.
NTSB inspector Jim Silliman noted that
winds were gusting around 30 mph in the area
Wednesday, but said, “We don’t know how
significant that will be.’’ One piece of evidence that was still missing was the jet’s voice
recorder, which could reveal any conversation
between the pilots before the crash.
“Hopefully we’ll be able to find it, but so far
it hasn’t shown up,’’ he said. “The voice
recorder could be damaged or in fact, it may
not tell us anything. Sometimes in accident
investigations we don’t get very much from
it.” The fully fueled Gulfstream IV jet crashed
immediately after takeoff from Palwaukee

CONTRACT
Under the proposal, the localline rate will increase $1.08 per
month, totalling $10.27 a month
for the non-student lines and
$11.52 a month for student lines.
The long distance rates, operating costs and long distance
service costs for the university
would decrease under the proposed contract.
“We offer students the most
competitive line rate in Illinois
colleges with the exception of
Western,” he said. “We also
offer very competitive long dis-

GATEWAY

Mr. Arthur Quern’s memorial service
See page 3A

■

Municipal Airport about 23 miles north of
Chicago.
“It turned instant midnight out there,’’ said
James Wagner, who was outside the Foxboro
Apartments when the jet crashed around 1
p.m. “The fire was as high as you could see.
We felt the heat immediately,” said Julie
Wendel, who lives across the street from the
crash.
Witnesses said the wings scraped the runway as the plane struggled to take off. The jet
skimmed an airport fence, skidded across a
road and slammed into an embankment.
Among those killed was Arthur F. Quern,
54, chairman of the Illinois Board of Higher
Education and chairman and chief executive
officer of Aon Risk Services Co. Inc., an insurance company.
Quern once had been an aide to President
Ford and New York Gov. Nelson D.
Rockefeller.

In 1977, then Illinois Gov. Jim Thompson
appointed him state director of public aid, and
he was Thompson’s chief of staff from 1980
until 1983, when he left Springfield to join the
private sector.
Gov. Jim Edgar appointed him chairman of
the Board of Higher Education in 1991.
Also killed were pilots Martin L. Koppie
and Robert H. Whitener and cabin attendant
Catherine Anderson. Koppie was the brother
of Chad Koppie, the U.S. Taxpayer Party’s
candidate for U.S. Senate from Illinois.
Across from Palwaukee, a general aviation
airport used primarily by business and private
pilots, a large scorch mark marred the ground
near a cluster of multi-story apartment buildings.
Several cars in a parking lot were destroyed,
but no one on the ground was injured, police
said.
Wheeling Village Manager Craig Anderson
said several homes would have been in the
path of the crash if they not been removed
about a year ago because of safety concerns.
Wind equipment at Palwaukee was not
working at the time because of a power failure,
airport officials said.

from page one

tance rates.”
He said Eastern compared
Consolidated Communication’s
long distance rates to the state’s
Network 2000 long distance
plan through AT&T. He said
Consolidated Communications
offered the cheapest deal.
The proposal also includes a
new plan that would make all
telephones on campus have private lines. Under Illinois law, no
shared-line telephone systems
are allowed because of 911 systems. This will affect Eastern as

soon as the new emergency system is installed in Coles County.
“Emergency personnel need
to know exactly where a phone
call is coming from,” Henard
said.
The new policy will add about
500 lines to Eastern’s 4,300
lines. At $10.27 a month, the
new lines will cost the university
and non-university allocated
businesses on campus about
$5,135 a month.
Henard said the President’s
Council reviewed the decision to

adopt the new policy and the
possible additional costs to the
university.
“It’s being reviewed and they
are looking into how it will
impact some of the budgets,”
Henard said. “We need to put a
positive spin on this because it
will benefit many offices.”
Hopkins agreed. “Modern
phone systems are not built for
shared lines,” he said. “This will
be better for many users. The
cost is a negative, but others say
it will be beneficial.”

from page one

Jones refused to comment further.
The Gateway Program, which was called
the Minority Admissions Program until this
year, was created in 1990 so minority students who do not meet regular admission
requirements still could enroll at Eastern.
Dale Wolf, director of admissions, said
Thursday that an informal committee made
the decision to change the admission policy.
“I’m not going to pin that on any one
person,” Wolf said.
Wolf said the decision to open the program to all students was based on recent
court decisions and legal advice from an
Eastern attorney, Lisa Huson.
“Do you wait until you are actually
sued?” Wolf asked.
Huson refused to comment last week.
In Texas this year, the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the 5th Circuit ruled that diversity was not a valid reason for race-based
preferences.
Wolf said Eastern was one of the last

public universities to still have a program
like the Gateway Program.
“I can’t believe we are so far behind the
times that we don’t have a new policy,”
Wolf said.
Terry Weidner, vice president for academic affairs, said earlier this week that the
university started to review the program as
soon as the affirmative action climate started to change. Eastern will continue to strive
for a diverse campus, he added.
“We want to continue to provide an
opportunity for minority students,” Weidner
said. “I think we are making a wise move.”
Hencken said the university’s goal to
reach a 12 percent minority enrollment rate
by 2000 is still attainable. The goal was set
in 1993 when the minority enrollment rate
was 7. 3 p ercen t. Th is y ear ’s m in o rity
enrollment rate is 7.4 percent.
Charles Evans, assistant vice president
for academic affairs, earlier this week confirmed that the program’s admission policy
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had been changed. Evans, who is also a
member of the Gateway Advisory Council,
said Thursday the council did not know the
decision had been made to change the program’s admission policy.
The advisory council focuses on student
progress and discusses any problems that
students may be having, such as staffing
concerns, student enrollment, study table
policies and other items.
“The change and the purpose of the program has not drastically changed,” Evans
said.
Hohengarten last Wednesday said the
p ro g ram ’s ad m issio n pol i c y ha d be e n
revised because of recent court cases.
“It’s a program that we are consistently
evaluating to make sure we are meeting
everyone’s needs,” Hohengarten said.
Flock said Minority Affairs, the admissions office and the enrollment office will
b e ask ed to h elp revi e w t he progra m
change.

from page one
public information, said she talked
to Morgan Olsen, vice president
for business affairs, about the purchase of the property.
“(Olsen) said that the property
could be used for parking, but it
could be used for something else
besides parking,” Flock said.
The property is located behind
the Eastern Clinical Services
Building. Compo said if properties
around a university are for sale, a
university is likely to purchase the
property.
“If properties are available
around the campus of a university
and it has the money to purchase
it, the university will use the property even if it doesn’t have a particular use for it,” she said.
The BOT must approve all purchases of real estate under the
board’s regulations.
BOT members also will discuss
a recommended approval of a resolution granting the authority to
settle lawsuits and other claims to
the treasurer of the BOT.
Under the resolution, the treasurer will have the authority to settle causes of action or other claims
in an amount not exceeding
$10,000, with the approval of
Eastern’s president, counsel of the
Board of Trustees and the
University Legal Counsel.
This proposed change would
reduce the need for review and
any action by the BOT on legal
matters that could be considered
routine.
The BOT will decide whether
to approve a $118,023 payment of
Eastern’s contribution to State
Universities Risk Management
Association for self-insured liability coverage for the period of July
1, 1996 to June 30, 1997.
Compo said this is like the
BOT’s insurance. “When the former Board of Governors disbanded, the university had to do something to protect us,” she said.
BOT members also will look at
a summary of purchases, between
$50,000 and $99,999, that have
been made since the last BOT
meeting on Sept. 23.
“Any purchase between
$50,000 and $100,000 has to be
approved by the BOT,” Compo
said. “These summary of purchases are to let the board know of
what purchases have been made
since the last meeting.”
The board will look at an informational item to add $300,000 for
a project that will provide for the
design and installation of a new
fire alarm panel that will be capable of receiving fire and trouble
information from all buildings.
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Food court may
replace union
McDonald’s
By DION CASSATA
Staff writer
If the student body approves a
referendum on the Nov. 12 and
13 student elections, the
McDonald’s in the Martin
Luther King University Union
may be replaced by a food court
by 1999.
The referendum is one of 11
campus improvement projects.
The food court proposal calls
for at least five national fast
food chain restaurants to set up
shop in the union and would
require about $1 million in student fees to cover the costs.
“The court could be built
where the McDonald’s is now,
but we are not sure. It all
depends on what the architects
say”, said Keith Lipke, a member of the student task force
committee looking into the campus improvements.
At the task force meeting
Wednesday, the committee discussed other possible sites for
the food court including the
vending lounge area or underneath the walkway of the union,
which would mean that the drive
underneath the walkway would
be closed. Also the Panther Lair
inside McDonald’s or the patio
outside of McDonald’s may be
changed to accommodate the
proposed food court.
The current lease with
McDonald’s
expires
in
September of 1999, but the company would be free to enter a bid
to become one of the chains
operating in the food court.
“This in no way excludes
McDonald’s,”
said
Lou
Hencken, vice president for student affairs.
Noting that food courts are
becoming increasingly popular
at colleges across the nation,
Hencken said Eastern has been
considering following the trend.
“We have to compete for students so they like it here and are
comfortable,” he said.
At least five major companies
would be sought to provide food
for the court. The companies can
be either national franchises or
local businesses, Hencken said.

Among the many universities
and colleges who now offer food
courts is Illinois State
University, which recently
opened a nine restaurant food
court in the Watterson Dining
Commons on the eastern side of
campus.
“I think the university is very
pleased with it,” said Gary
Worth, assistant director of residence hall food service at ISU.
“Participation is way up. We
serve an average of about 6,000
people a day.”
The Watterson Food Court
houses the national food chains
of Sbarros, Chick-Fil-A and
Panda Express, an oriental food
restaurant. Pepe’s, a Chicago
based Mexican food restaurant
chain, also has a franchise in the
court.
Diane Peterson, manager of
the Watterson Towers food
Court, said the other five food
options in the court are ISU
operated.
“We have a bakery, a deli, a
grill, a `main course’ venue and
a salad bar,” she explained.
Worth said construction of the
food court was paid for with
reservemoney that had been set
aside over time. He said operation of the private fast food franchises would be handled by the
university.
“We will run everything ourselves and we will pay royalties
back to the company based on
gross sales,” he said.
He said ISU had entered a
five-year agreement with the fast
food chains.
At Indiana State University,
students get to spend some of
their dining service money outside the residence hall food services.
“At Indiana State University,
your card lets you eat in the food
court when food service is
closed,” Hencken said.
With more students eating at a
food court, residence hall food
services may experience a drop
in demand. “In the residence hall
dining service, we may have to
make another option lower than
the 11 meal option,” Hencken
said.
It would be possible that on
certain days that the dining hall
food services are closed, the
food court may be open, he said.
Denise Renfro, campus editor,
contributed to this story.
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Flying kick
Tony Anders, senior English major, makes a jump kick Thursday afternoon playing hackey sack at the
Library Quad.

AB tables Dramatic Performances
Proposal needs further review before approval
By MINDY BUYCK
Student government editor
The Apportionment Board Thursday tabled a
proposal to reinstate Dramatic Performances as a
fee-funded board.
Currently AB subsidizes student ticket sales for
the theater organization, but the subsidy is given
without the AB’s approval.
AB Chairman Lance Phillips said the proposal
was written so the AB would have more control
over Dramatic Performances budget.
The proposal would take a four year weighted
average of Dramatic Performances student ticket
sales. This average would then be used as a “cap”
on the amount that AB would give Dramatic
Performances for the following year. The group
would then have to submit a budget for approval
like all other fee-funded boards do.
The fee-funded boards currently under the AB
are the Student Government, the Division of
Sports and Recreation, the University Board and
themselves.
AB Vice Chair Jeanie Rzepka said when AB
changed members about five years ago, no one
told the incoming board they were to allocate the
ticket subsidy. Because of the miscommunication
the board did not budget the subsidy in and
instead it was taken from the reserve without the
AB’s approval.
Phillips said the subsidy was found this year
when AB had to review the reserve account
because the account dropped below the $100,000
minimum.
A committee composed of faculty and students
from the theater department voiced concerns
about the proposal. AB members also answered
questions from the audience of about 50 students.
Many of the concerns centered around the proposed “cap.” The students also were concerned
with a provision in the budget stating AB could
adjust the budget downward when it was found
necessary.

“

We don’t fear your budgets, We
work with budgets everyday.”
-Kate Slovinski
Theatre committee member

Dramatic Performances and AB agreed a top
priority was to provide students with quality productions without raising student ticket prices.
“We don’t fear your budgets,” said theater committee member Kate Slovinski. “We work with
budgets everyday.”
Slovinski said Dramatic Performances was
afraid the AB could turn the group down for funds
if they became a student fee-funded board.
Phillips told the theater committee that if the
proposal was approved, then the group would be
budgeted money in the same manner as the other
boards under AB and could be turned down for
additional allocations.
During the discussion, Student Body President
Jason Anselment told AB members he believed
the board should make a decision whether to
make the group a fee-funded board or continue
giving them a lump sum of money as has been
done the past five years.
Anselment also said there is a difference
between funding and subsidizing tickets. He said
if the AB subsidizes tickets, then it should be up
to Dramatic Performances where the money is
spent.
Several AB members did not want to allocate a
lump sum because they could not be accountable
for where the money went.
The AB tabled the proposal for further discussion with the theater department.
At the end of the meeting Anselment told AB
and the theater organization he found it very
heartening to see the discussion. He said be
believed that since everyone was looking out for
the best interests of the students that this was the
way it should work.
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This story is part of a series
investigating
individual
improvements in the referendum
up for vote in the Nov. 12 and 13
student elections.
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Expanding minority
admissions program
defeats initial goals
Eastern’s decision to review the idea to allow all
students, regardless of race, to be admitted the
Gateway Program is not a wise decision.
The program was established in 1990 to help
increase the minority enrollment rate, which was
6.9 percent at the time. Out of 9,352 students, 653
were minorities.
This year the minority rate is 7.4 percent, only .5
percent higher than it was six years ago. Out of
11,711 students, 863 are
minorities.
The Gateway Program
was established from suggestions made by a 1990 presidential task force on
Enhancing Minority Participation at Eastern Illinois
University. The task force was formed under former Eastern President Stan Rives and composed of
32 faculty members.
The task force recommended that to increase
minority enrollment the university should give
greater attention to recruitment and long-term planning efforts, increase staff to provide additional
resources, award financial incentives such as talented student awards and scholarships, and convince
the community that a diverse student body would
benefit everyone.
“The University does not have a critical mass of
minority students to attract others, thus creating an
uncomfortable climate in a predominantly white
campus and community environment,” the task
force said in its report.
Within five years, the task force wrote, Eastern’s
“minority population should match proportionately
that in the State of Illinois.”
Eastern’s minority population is far from matching that of Illinois. And it is far from completing its
goal set in 1993 by President David Jorns to
increase minority enrollment to 12 percent by the
year 2000.
Vice President for Student Affairs Lou Hencken
said the program was expanded because of steps
other states are taking to stop preferential programs.
In Texas this year, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
5th Circuit ruled that diversity was not a valid reason for race-based preferences. The law extends to
Texas, Mississippi and Alabama. In Maryland a
court ruled that race-based scholarships was discrimination.
And, by considering the change, the university is
saying that a diverse campus is no longer a priority.

Editorial

“

today’s quote

All paths lead to the same goal: to
convey.

–Pablo Neruda
L e t

y o u r

v o i c e

b e

Freshman Liz Halbert was the
only person at Wednesday’s
Student Senate meeting to speak
during the student participation
period.
She requested one simple
thing – she wanted the senate to
discuss why a bylaw change
would allow a Student TRAVIS SPENCER
Government committee to dis- Regular columnist
cuss student fee-funded budgets
behind closed doors.
An hour and a half later, the
senate addressed the bylaw change, two questions were
asked, vague answers were given and the rest of the senate sat there, waiting for someone to make a motion to
table the issue.
The senate showed little concern, little interest, little
thought and little student representation.
Kevin Piket was the only senate member to ask about
the “closed door” policy in the bylaw change that would
establish a committee of senate and Apportionment
Board members who would recommend compromises on
stalemated budget proposals.
The bylaw change author Steven Zielinski said he
wanted it to be a closed door policy because too many
problems had arisen in the past.
“In the past there had been some heated discussion
and this would help prevent that,” he said. “I wanted to
avoid a hostile situation.”
After he said this, the senate was silent on the issue
and the body tabled the bylaw change.
Not one senate member, besides Piket, questioned
why other students would not be allowed to sit in on the
budget discussions. Zielinski wants to close the door on
the student body and shut them out on the discussion of
how to spend their money.
What a fine example of student representation. Even
better, it’s a strict violation of the Student Government
Constitution.
But of course, recent history shows that any bylaw
can be changed to help get the senate out of a problem

Students demonstrate
disrespect to campus
at home football games
Dear editor:
I am writing this letter regarding the
actions of some Eastern students at the
football games. Maybe it is just dumb
luck, but every time I go to a football
game, I have the privilege of sitting
next to these disrespectful students. The
students I am talking about are those
that feel they can break all the rules and
get away with it. There are some students here that feel they have to smoke
and drink at the games. At the Sept. 14
game, there was group of students in
front of me and to the side of me and
my friends. They were smoking and
most heavily drinking. One thing that
made me mad was the fact that they left
the empty bottles on the ground, in the
stands and next to where we were sitting, and then they left. They were
already completely wasted when they
arrived at the game, and they felt it necessary to continue. The girls in front of
me were smoking throughout the sec-

h e a r d .
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situation. For instance, the senate allowed 31 senate members
to be seated even when it’s
“If the senate
against the bylaws.
However, under the current
wants to play
constitution, the senate is to
government, it hold all meetings open to the
needs to play by public. The constitution states
the governing body will follow
the rules ... “
local law – meaning the Open
Meetings Act of Illinois.
Under that act, any governmental committee meeting is to
be open to the public with only a few exceptions. Budget
discussion and decisions are definitely not exceptions to
the act.
If the senate wants to play government, it needs to
play by the rules; the real rules – not rules it can change
at a drop of a hat.
The Student Senate needs a reality check. It needs to
take a look at its priorities.
If the members want to shut students out of budget
discussions, that’s not surprising.
But at the very least, it is embarrassing that no discussion evolved regarding the issue.
Are the senate members familiar with their constitution? Are they educated enough to know they can’t shut
the public out of student-fee budget discussions.
The senate is just weeks away from another election,
the members have had ample time to understand what
the senate’s purpose is, and unfortunately the governing
body still fails to act responsibly.
Wednesday night, the senate was too busy discussing
voice mail when they ignored major issues such as
bylaw changes, bylaw suspensions and a referendum that
would allow students to vote on a multi-million dollar
project.
Simply put, the senate has lost its priorities.
–Travis Spencer is editor in chief and a regular
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail
address is cutss@bgu.edu.

your turn
ond half of the game, and the smoke
came back in our direction. If this is not
allowed, then how come the ushers that
were right there didn’t say a thing.
If this weren’t bad enough, what
happened Family Weekend at the game
was totally unacceptable. Family
Weekend was a time for parents, grandparents and siblings to see what their
son or daughter’s life is like here at
Eastern. I was sitting at the game with
some friends, and we were next to three
guys who were drinking. They, as did
the other guys, put the bottle on the
ground beneath their feet. The people
whose seats they were sitting in
arrived, and these guys were asked to
move. All three of them were standing
and talking to the usher about where
their seats were, and the smell of alcohol alone was enough to stop a person
in his or her tracks., yet nothing was
said or done.
The grandmother sat next to me, and
then the mother and so on. As they
were sitting down, I saw the bottle on
a t

the ground, but it was too late to move
it. The next thing I knew, one of the
guys came back and said to the mother
that they had left something on the
ground. She picked up the bottle and
handed it to him. He was very thankful.
Talk about disrespectful. There is absolutely no excuse for the behavior of
these students, and I think some rules
have to be more enforced. I have a few
drinks once in awhile myself, but I
never had to have one just to have fun
or to watch a football game.

Maggie Cascone
junior business major

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News encourages letters to the editor concerning
local, state, national or international
issues.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed, the
name of the author, the author ’s
address, telephone number, year in
school and current major must be
included.
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Memorial service for IBHE chair
By JESSICA BAKER
Administration editor
A memorial service will be held Saturday for
Arthur Quern, the chair of the Illinois Board of
Higher Education, who was killed in a jet crash
Wednesday.
The memorial service will begin at 2 p.m. at the
Rockefeller Chapel, which is located at the University
of Chicago, said Debra Smitley, the associate director
for public affairs for the IBHE.
Mr. Quern, 54, of Chicago, was one of the four

individuals aboard the Gulfstream IV jet when it went
down shortly after 1 p.m. Wednesday near Palwaukee
Municipal Airport in an empty field next to a large
apartment complex, Wheeling police said. All four
aboard the jet were killed in the crash.
The plane’s two pilots and its flight attendant were
the other three killed.
Smitley said anyone who wants to make donations
should make them out to the Arthur F. Quern
Memorial Fund at the University of Chicago
Hospitals, 5841 S. Maryland Ave., Mail Code 1114,
Chicago, IL 60637.

Students cited with alcohol violations
By DENA LOCKWOOD
and ROB STROUD
Staff writers
A dozen Eastern students were
arrested Wednesday on alcohol
related charges.
According to a police report,
the following students were cited
at 12:44 a.m. at 1509 Second St.
Apt. 207, for the purchase or
acceptance of alcohol by a minor:
Julie Koeller, 20, and Amy
Browne, 20, both of 1509 Second

Police
BLOTTER
St. Apt. 207; Jane Arnquist, 20,
of 31 Saunders in University
Court; Martin Lueken, 18, of 523
Taylor Hall; Andrea Peters, 19, of
806 Lawson Hall; Jeffrey
Mendenhall, 20, of Stevenson
Hall; Rachel Pullium, 19, of 1509
Second St. Apt. 103; Jennifer
Wolan, 20, of 1520 11th St.;

Torie Manning, 20, of 47
Madison Ave.; Wendy Van
Buren, 20, of 1512 1/2 Second
St.; Emily Sperry, 20, of 1110
Third St.; and Jennifer Reindt,
20, of 1618 University Dr.
In other city and campus news:
■ Ryan Pancoast, of 950 Edgar
Drive Apt. 30, was cited at 1:58
a.m. Sunday on the 2200 block of
Ninth St. for driving under the
influence of alcohol and the consumption of alcohol by a minor, a
police report stated.
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the office, but has also been completing a lot of work at home. He
said he has spoke to Daulby about
arranging a way for his work at
other locations to count for the
hour.
Dozier said she was in the office
last week but may have forgot to
record her work. She said there
was not a time conflict and she
would be in the office today.
Parmele also said he did not
have a time conflict and not completing the office hour was an
oversight on his part.
“I am remedying that situation,”
Parmele said.
Jahnke was unavailable for
comment. Halvat declined comment.

BE SMART

BE SMART

In recent weeks Student Senate
Internal Affairs Chair Jennifer
Daulby has expressed a problem at
senate meetings with senate members completing the required
weekly office hour.
According to a memo by
Daulby, five senate members have
consistently not completed their
weekly office hour throughout the
week. Senate bylaws state that
senate members must put in a minimum of one hour in the Student
Government office per week. The
hour is to be spent working on
anything from committee work to
answering the phones.

Daulby said the office hour
should be used to meet with committees or talk to students. Daulby
said office hours have always been
a problem in the past, but this is
the first year the Internal Affairs
Committee chair has enforced
them.
Daulby said there is not an official way to reprimand senate
members for not fulfilling the
requirement.
Daulby said in the memo the
senate members who have consistently not completed the hours
throughout the semester are: Matt
Thrun, Craig Parmele, Chris
Jahnke, Shelby Havlat and Liz
Dozier.
Thrun said he has spent time in

•

•

Senate has problem with hours
By MINDY BUYCK
Student government editor
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Grand Opening

Oct. 1, 1996

LOVELY NAILS
Full Set
Refill
Manicure
Pedicure
Air Brush

$26.00
$16.00
$10.00
$25.00
$10.00

Charleston Shopping Center
628 W. Lincoln Avenue
Charleston, IL 61920
(217) 345-4534
Mon - Sat 10a.m.- 8p.m.
Closed Sundays

Appointments & Walk-ins Welcome

ILLINOIS LEGISLATIVE STAFF INTERN PROGRAM

The program is administered for the Illinois General Assembly by the University of Illinois at
Springfield. Interns work full-time as research staff for the unit they serve.
Placements: Four legislative analyst positions with each of the four partisan leadership
staffs, four general research & science writing positions with the Legislative Research Unit.
Basic requirements: Completion of undergrad degree prior to starting internship.

Compensation: $1600 per month • Length of Program: 10.5 months
Background Preferred: All majors • Academic credit: 8 hrs. grad. credit
Application Deadline: March 1 • Starting Date: October 1
For further information and application, contact:
Ann Aldrich University of Illinois at Springfield
Springfield, IL 62794-9243
(217)786-6602 aldrich@uis.edu

A d v e r t i s e
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Cini, Brown battle
for judge position
By TRACY BROWN
Staff writer
The person elected for 5th
Judicial Circuit judge will preside
over major civil cases, juvenile
cases and some felony matters
from Coles, Cumberland,
Vermilion, Clark and Edgar counties.
This judgeship was created to
reduce the case load that awaits
whomever is elected.
Dale Cini and Daniel Brown
agreed that this race is based on
experience as a judge and having a
background in law enforcement.
The election for the new 5th
Judicial Circuit judge will be Nov.
5.
“A great deal of the litigation in
courts is in the criminal field, and
my experience is more extensive
than Cini’s in the criminal field,”
said Brown, the Democratic candidate for the position.
Cini, the Republican candidate,
and an associate judge in Coles
County, disagreed on what is
important to have for experience.
“I am the only candidate with
experience and a record of performance as a judge,” Cini said.
Each candidate has different
experiences and backgrounds in
the criminal field.

Dale Cini
Cini graduated from the
University of Illinois Law School
and worked at a private law firm
for over 20 years.
Three years ago, Cini was
appointed over 18 other candidates
as associate judge for Coles,
Vermilion, Cumberland, Clark, and
Edgar counties. Cini is endorsed
by Gov. Jim Edgar, the Illinois
Education Association and the
Illinois State Bar Association.
Before becoming a judge, Cini
handled cases such as criminal,

divorce, medical malpractice and
has represented school districts and
banks. He has covered mostly
criminal cases and some civil cases
under $50,000.
Cini says his experience as an
associate judge makes him better
qualified for the position.
“I do not have to promise to be a
good judge,” Cini said. “I got
picked over 18 other men to be an
associate judge, had an outstanding
evaluation, and had a proven standard of performance as a judge –
no need to promise.”

Daniel Brown
Brown earned his law degree
from John Marshall in Chicago
where he worked as a prosecutor
for the state’s attorneys office.
He began practicing law 13
years ago at Doyle Law Office in
Danville and five years later he
started his own practice directed
toward general litigation.
Brown said the best part of his
job is working with the law. He
says the law is intended to be flexible, pliable and keep up with social
changes.
“It’s always fresh,” Brown said.
“Each case is a bit different from
all the rest. (There is) no daily routine to the job.”
Brown has handled cases such
as civil litigation and major
felonies such as armed robbery,
drug cases and burglaries.
Brown said his living in
Danville will be an advantage if
elected because a volume of the
cases are in Vermilion County.
He said he is the better candidate
because he has more experience in
the criminal field.
“My experience is not just limited to time in a private practice,”
Brown said. “(I) also have experience as a probation officer, prosecutor and education in law enforcement.”

Circuit clerk candidates say
why they should be elected
By BRITT CARSON
City editor
The circuit clerk in Charleston,
a full-time position, is in charge of
handling child support payments,
court records for the county courts
and fine payments. This year’s
candidates are challenger Michael
Alexander and Vicki Kirkpatrick.
Students will have the chance to
vote for circuit clerk during the
Nov. 5 elections.

spend a few weeks working with
him.”
Alexander said he decided to
run after the Democratic party
approached him and asked if he
was interested.
“I knew I eventually wanted
some type of political job,”
Alexander said. “I also think people should at least have a choice in
the election and until I ran, my
opponent was running unopposed.”

Michael Alexander

Vicki Kirkpatrick

Alexander is the Democratic
candidate and though he does not
have much experience, he is confident he can get the job done.
“I have office experience from
when I was in the military. I was
in charge of military training,”
said Alexander. “I was in charge
of managing the office and personnel.”
Alexander said he is preparing
for the job by talking to people
who are retired from working
there.
“I have been talking to one
woman in town who is retired and
she has familiarized me with the
way things are run in the circuit
clerk’s office,” Alexander said. “I
am also planning on going to
another county and working with a
Democratic circuit clerk and will

Kirkpatrick is a Republican and
is seeking her second term as circuit clerk. She said her wide range
of past experience is helpful to her
job.
“I was a deputy county clerk for
10 years, and spent six years as an
appellate court administrative
assistant,” Kirkpatrick said.
Kirkpatrick considers herself
very qualified for the job and said
most of her experience for the
position has come from working
as a circuit clerk.
“I have a wide variety of past
experience and know the county
government and the court system,”
Kirkpatrick said. “I also have good
organizational skills and managerial skills and am in charge of 11
full-time employees and one parttime employee.”

University Union Fall Open House and
UB Country Fair
7-Midnight free admission
sponsored by
University Union
UB Special Events Committee
Friday Nov. 1 7-12 p.m. Events in the University Ballroom
Country Line Dancing Lessons 7-8:30
Country line dancing 7-11
WMCI DJ

Great Games

Free Food! Prizes

Bozo Game

Hot dogs

Twister
10-12 p.m. BINGO!
In the Grand Ballroom

Great give away such as
Bus tickets
concert tickets
Nachos
CD’s
Gift certificates
Apples & Dip EIU Sweatshirts
Apple Cider and much much more

Bookstore open form 7-10 BIG SALE! UP to 30% off!!
Free check cashing all day!

We have FREE Winter Storage!!
For Your Motorcycle, Scooter, or watercraft with your
QUALIFYING purchase of $9500 PLUS $2000
preparation fee for fuel tank, Carburator, and
battery service. Pick up Available Locally at $2000
Call Today
for Reservations
or Information

Clean • Dry • Secure • Ready for Spring
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
We welcome Winter Trade-Ins and Buy Bids
Full Dealer Services available year round.
Plan NOW to Ride Later!!
Owen Honda Polaris
422 Madison & 130 North
Charleston, IL 348-5500

CRITICAL ISSUES WEEK
UNIVERSITY BOARD
PERFORMING ARTS

SEXUALITY COMMUNICATION DATE RAPE KISSING WOMEN
COMMITMENT ASSUMPTIONS RELATIONSHIP BODY LANGUAGE
RAPE ALCOHOL ASSERTIVENESS EMOTIONS DESIRES INTIMACY
DANGER CONFLICT WOMEN DATE RAPE SEXUALITY
BODY LANGUAGE KISSING ALCOHOL ASSERTIVENESS MEN
EMOTIONS DESIRES SEX INTIMACY DANGER ALCOHOL DESIRES
EMOTIONS MEN DESIRESPresents
INTIMACY DANGER MEN CONFLICT
SEXUALITY COMMITMENT ASSUMPTIONS RELATIONSHIPS WOMEN
DATE RAPE MEN SEXUALITY BODY LANGUAGE RAPE
ALCOHOL ASSERTIVENES SEXUALITY COMMITMENT MEN
ASSUMPTIONS BODY LANGUAGE ALCOHOL ASSERTIVENESS
EMOTIONS DESIRES INTIMACY DANGER CONFLICT DATE RAPE
KISSING BODY WOMEN CONFLICT ALCOHOL ME COMMITMENT
ASSERTIVENESS SEXUALITY DANGER DESIRES INTIMACY KISSING
BODY WOMEN SEX RELATIONSHIPS WOMEN DATE RAPE MEN SEXUALITY BODY LANGUAGE RAPE ALCOHOL ASSERTIVENESS
SEXUALITY COMMITMENT MEN ASSUMPTIONS BODY LANGUAGE
ALCOHOL
ASSERTIVENESS
EMOTIONS
INTIMACY
An interactive
play
about DESIRES
sexuality.
DANGER CONFLICT DATE RAPE KISSING BODY WOMEN CONFLICT
Students
roleASSERTIVENESS
play real issues.
ALCOHOL MEN
COMMITMENT
SEXUALITY DANGER
DESIRES INTIMACY KISSING BODYSunday,
WOMEN
SEX RELATIONSHIPS
November
3
WOMEN DATE RAPE MEN SEXUALITYGrand
BODY
LANGUAGE RAPE ALCOBallroom
HOL ASSERTIVENESS SEXUALITY
4:30 p.m. COMMITMENT
$1 w/ BODY
EIU student I.D.
MEN ASSUMPTIONS

What’s Goin’ On?
By Joel Gori

$3 for General Public
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Council votes down new course

STEVE FERGUSON
Coles County
State’s Attorney

CAA decides not to include economics class in core
By ERIN BARBER
Staff writer
The Council on Academic Affairs Thursday
voted not to include the ECN 3800C, Economics
of Race and Gender, into Eastern’s integrated core
because it would entail re-evaluating other core
courses.
The vote ended in a tie of 5-5-0, but according
to the CAA’s parliamentary procedure, a tie vote
automatically fails the vote.
CAA members argued that because there isn’t
an obvious need for this type of course, it is not a
necessary addition at this time.
Doug Bock, CAA chair, said although this
course is a good idea, the curriculum is already
culturally diverse and has no room at this time for
new courses.
Ebrahim Karbassioon, the economic department
chair, said the general education course would
have added to clusters in the core curriculum,
which currently have limited 3000 level courses
offered to students.
“The CAA was pleased with the quality of the
course, however, it appears that the CAA at this
time is limiting the addition of 3000 level courses
to the core,” Karbassioon said.
Dell Champlin, author of the proposal and a
faculty member of the economic department, said
they had hoped the course would attract more

The CAA was pleased with the
quality of the course, however, it
appears that the CAA at this time is
limiting the addition of 3000 level courses to the core.”
– Ebrahim Karbassioon
economic department chair

“

(DEMOCRAT)

RECORD:
* Increased case filings
* Over 1,100 years in person sentences 191 for sex offenses
* Over $38,800 in drug asset forfeitures
* Over $239,900 collected in delinquent child
support in 1995 alone
* Over $94,000 recovered in fraudulent
checks in 1995
* Aggressive prosecution of domestic violence

women and minorities to a field that is primarily
dominated by males.
Lella Cox, student member of the CAA, said
she would have been interested in taking this
course because as a woman she has had classes in
the past that have not addressed issues of this kind
of importance.
The council also discussed ways to possibly reevaluate how they choose classes for the core.
Some CAA members said because there is no
room in the core curriculum, the council turns
away proposals for new core classes.
Mary Wohlrabe, CAA member, said she would
like to keep the number of classes in the core
small and thought there were already enough culturally diverse courses offered in the core.
“We are going to lay a course of action for
which we can change the integrated core,” Bock
said.

Student dean applications available
Harris said each dean must
attend the Council of Student
Deans that meets weekly. They
must also coordinate councils
within their college composed of
faculty and staff.
As issues come up, the dean
will pass them on to Student
Government for further study or
to be channeled on to people
who can deal with the issue
appropriately.
“By being an open ear they
(student deans) are another link
to us (student government)
which makes us more accountable,” Harris said.

348-8282

Applications for students
wanting to run for student deans
are now available in the Student
Government office in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union.
The Student Vice President for
Academic Affairs, Kim Harris,
said there are student deans for
each of the four colleges and for
the graduate school.
“The best part of being a student dean is it’s so open ended
with what you can take on,”

Harris said. She said that while
the deans have some fixed
responsibilities, they are free to
take on other projects.
Students wanting to apply for
the positions must have at least a
2.25 cumulative grade point
average, be enrolled as a fulltime student and be in good disciplinary standing with the university. Students applying for the
dean of the Graduate School
must have a cumulative grade
point average of 3.0, be a fulltime student and be in good disciplinary standing with the university.

®

1 LARGE 2 TOPPING

7

$

95
additional toppings • 99¢ each
Limited Time Offer

348-8282

By MINDY BUYCK
Student government editor
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Double percussion recital tonight SIU shut down in
By THERESA GAVLIN
Activities editor
Two Eastern students will be performing their
sophomore percussion recital tonight.
Brett Borges and Nena Lorenz, both sophomore percussion performance majors, will be
performing at 7:30 p.m. in Dvorak Concert Hall
in Doudna Fine Arts Center.
The double recital will contain contemporary
pieces, Lorenz said. A marimba piece, a timpani
piece, a vibraphone piece and a duet will be performed.
The two students will be alternating perfor-

mances and percussion instruments for each
piece except in their duet, Lorenz said. John
Kibler, a music major from Ball State University
and a friend of Borges, will accompany him on
the electric bass during his vibraphone performance.
Lorenz said the two picked out their pieces
being performed in the recital at the beginning of
the school year, and have been practicing for this
recital for about two and a half months.
Although Lorenz said she is nervous, she
thinks both of them will give a good performance.
“We’re expecting it to go well, we’re ready,”
Lorenz said.

Red Cross blood drive exceeds goal
By JOE PRISCO
Staff writer

Adv er tise in the Dail y
Eastern Ne ws

The American Red Cross
exceeded their goal of collecting 25 pints of blood by collecting 28 pints Thursday during a make up drive.
“The drive was not looking
very successful in the first
hour when only one person
gave, but it picked up in the
last hour when about 10 people
showed and gave blood to give
us our goal-breaking total of
28,” said Jen O’Rourke, the

residence hall chair for
E a s t e r n ’s
Blood
Drive
Committee.
O’Rourke said she thought
the turnout was very encouraging, especially since some of
the previous blood drives
haven’t been as successful as
hoped.
O’Rourke said she felt the
drive was a success despite the
small amount of information
given about the drive until this
week.
“I didn’t receive my information about the drive until

Monday, so I wasn’t able to
start distributing information
until Monday evening,”
O’Rourke said. “So it comes as
a surprise that so many people
showed up on such short
notice.”
She said most of the people
found out about the drive by
word of mouth and, based on
the numbers, encouragement
and excitement was shown by
all who participated.
The next blood drive that
everyone will be able to donate
again is Dec. 2 and 3.

Halloween tradition
CARBONDALE (AP) – With a
week of Halloween-related chaos
behind them, one thing still haunts
officials at Southern Illinois
University: anticipation of next
year’s problems.
“It’s probably over for this
year,” university spokesman Jack
Dyer said Thursday. “Watch out
for next year.” Halloween revelrygone-awry is all too familiar to
people in this university town of
about 27,000. Broken windows,
rock and bottle throwing and
drunk and disorderly arrests have
been common for about a decade.
In fact, they’ve resulted in a
new tradition first instituted last
year – the Halloween weekend
break. Officials hoped it would cut
down on lawlessness, and it did;
arrests dropped to only 14.
But this fall, students jumped
the gun. Last weekend, 31 students and seven others were
arrested in two nights of vandalism and scuffles with police. Tear
gas was used to disperse the
crowd.

If officials have anything to be
grateful for, it’s that this year’s
trouble was nothing compared to
Halloween 1988.
That year, a record crowd estimated at 25,000 jammed the
street, and 195 were arrested for
underage drinking, public indecency and reckless conduct. Just
two years ago, more than 100
were arrested.
That’s when the community
began to crack down on the revelry it once promoted.
The Halloween partying began
in the mid-1970s when city officials sponsored a Halloween
parade that attracted area families
and university students.
“Then, after a few fun years,
the parade costumes became
increasingly obscene, and the
townspeople outside the university stopped participating,” university spokesman Jack Dyer said.
Twenty-two of those arrested
last weekend are freshmen or
sophomores. SIUC Chancellor
Donald Beggs has talked about
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Swimmers to face Evansville
By KRISTOPHER JONES
Staff writer
Eastern swim coach Ray Padovan loves to interact
with different groups of athletes.
“Each group is unique in its own way,” Padovan
who has been the head coach of both the men and
women’s swim teams for 31 years said.
And this year’s teams, which will swim at
Evansville at 6 p.m. Friday before hosting Bradley at
1:30 p.m. Saturday, are no different.
“What we’ve done to this point, I am real happy
with,” Padovan said. “The returning people are way
ahead of where they were last year.”
Both the men and women have already won two of
the three matches that they have competed in – one at
Millikin and the other at the University of Northern
Iowa.
Some of the key returning swimmers for the girls
team are: Shelley Untersee, Jessica Stowell, Becca
Wolf, Nelli Farella and Andrea Peters.
For the men, some of the key returnees are: Doug
Habben, Matt Powell, Rudy Stefanski and Jesse

Chappell.
Evansville is one of the tougher
teams that the Panthers swim
against, but Padovan is not bothered
by this fact at all. Padovan says that
the key to competing with
Evansville is to keep the meet close
and to make individualistic
improvements on time.
“Realistically, I don’t know if we
Ray Padovan can win it or not, but basically
we’re gonna have some real good
races all the way through,” Padovan said. “Whether we
win or lose, if we make some progress individually we
felt like we have accomplished something.”
However, Padovan is not as concerned with the
matches against Evansville and Bradley as he is with
the upcoming Nov. 8-9 Panther Invitational.
“We kind of look at our season in two ways: before
Christmas and after Christmas,” he said. “They’re
almost like two separate seasons for us. But the real
focal point of the first season is coming up in the
Panther Invitational.”

Friends
&Co

Spikers hit road for OVC games
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
The Panther volleyball team
plays its last two conference road
matches this weekend.
At 7 p.m. Friday, the Panthers
take on Tennessee Tech
University, and at 4 p.m. Saturday
they play Middle Tennessee State
University.
“We need to win
two,” head coach Betty
Ralston said.
“It’s getting down to
crunch time with only
four conference games
left, and we’ve already
had a fair share of losses. We need
to beat Middle so we can come
closer to the second seed in the
conference tournament, which is
our main goal.”
Tennessee Tech (4-8 in the Ohio
Valley Conference, 9-13 overall) is
coming off a four-game loss to
intrastate rival Middle Tennessee
15-3, 15-10, 11-15 and 15-6.
In its first meeting this year,
Eastern swept the Golden Eagles
15-10, 15-11 and 15-8.
Tennessee Tech is led in kills by
junior outside hitter Rachel
Melchiorre who has 287. This
places her second in the OVC for

kills per game.
Melchiorre also leads the team
in service aces with 35 and is in
first place in the OVC for aces per
game with a .524 percentage.
The other player with over 200
kills for the Golden Eagles is
freshman outside hitter Lisa Dissel
who has 215.
Dissel also leads the team in
hitting percentage with
a .242 average, which
puts her in eighth place
in the OVC.
Dissel is also second
on the team in digs
with 241.
After
playing
Tennessee Tech, Eastern will travel to Middle Tennessee State.
“This is going to be an intense
match,” Middle Tennessee head
coach Lisa Kissee said.
“Both teams are battling to hang on for second or third place in the
conference.”
Middle Tennessee is
led in kills by senior
outside hitter Deb
Anderson who has 392.
Her kill per game average of
3.59 places her in eighth place in
the conference.
Junior outside hitter Leslie

Burnside is second on the team
with 278 kills. She leads the team
in digs with 313 and is fifth on the
team with 27 block assists.
Junior setter Jaemi Clayton
leads the Lady Raiders with 1274
assists.
Her assist per game percentage
of 11.58 places her in second place
in the conference just behind
Southeast Missouri’s Tuba Meto
who has a 11.76 average.
The Lady Raiders (7-5 in the
OVC, 15-13 overall) are led in
blocking by senior middle blocker
Susan Bishop who has 23 solo
blocks and 97 block assists.
Kissee said intensity will play a
big role in the match.
“For either team to win they
need to come out completely on
fire for this match,” Kissee said.
“This is the final match
of the series and each
team is going to play
with a lot of intensity.”
Kissee also said her
team has a lot more
balance than they have
had in the past.
In the last match between these
two teams, Middle came away
with a five game victory 13-15,
10-15, 15-6, 15-8 and 15-11.

SANDWICH SHOP
405 Lincoln Ave.

Introducing the fantastic

SOUVIAKI
sandwich to Charleston
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348-5454

Sm. $3.99
Med. $6.39
Lg. $8.23

345-2466

Weekend
Specials at

Jerry’s Pizza
& Pub

Corner of 4th and Lincoln
DELIVERY

345-2844
We accept Visa, Mastercard, and Discover

1 Large Topping
Pizza
& qt. of Coke
for $7.95

Small 1 Topping
Pizza & Qt. coke

$5.95
Stix Dance Part y
All Weekend

NO
COVER

Lunch Special
Soup & Sandwich
$ 95
Drink Specials
2.
$ 75
Jello Shots 1.
Fish & Chips $4.50
Rail Mixers $2.25
Dinner
Fri. Steak & Shrimp $6.95
Sat. Ribeye Dinner $6.95

345-7849
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McDavid slashes field in first effort
Coach likens
freshman to
NFL tailback
Eric Metcalf
By BRIAN LESTER
Sports editor
If anything can be said about
freshman tailback Jabarey
McDavid, he knows how to
make good first impressions.
In last week’s 35-27 victory
over Tennessee Tech in
Cookeville, Tenn., the freshman
from Ft. Pierce, Fla., rushed for
177 yards on 25 carries while
finding his way into the end

PANTHER

WATCH
#37 Jabarey McDavid
Freshman
Tailback
McDavid rushed the
ball 25 times for 177
yards and two touchdowns in his first game
as a Panther last
Saturday against
Tennessee Tech.
“I just went out there
and fit into the
offense.”
– McDavid

zone twice in his first performance as a Panther. McDavid
averaged 7.1 yards per carry on
the day.
“Basically things were just
going well for the team that
day,” McDavid said. “I had
heard speculation that I was
going to play but I didn’t pay
much attention to it. I just went
out there and fit into the
offense.”
McDavid’s first touchdown in
last Saturday’s game came with
7:08 left in the second quarter
when he broke free for a 21yard touchdown run to put
Eastern on top 20-14.
McDavid struck again with
6:17 left in the third quarter
with an 11-yard touchdown run
that put Eastern in front for
good at 28-21.
While at Ft. Pierce’s Carroll
High School, McDavid rushed
for 5,517 yards while scoring 77
touchdowns. The 5,517 yards he
rushed for was good enough to
leave him as the fifth best rusher
in Florida prep history.
The Fort Pierce News
Tribune twice named him the
area’s “Offensive Player of the
Year.”
So what is McDavid
expecting out of Saturday’s
game against the Governors?
“I think the team is pretty
psyched up about the game and
we are just looking to come out
and make it a quick game.”
As for what Panther running
backs coach Brian Jenkins is
expecting out of McDavid, he
expects him to come out and
work hard in Saturday’s game
against Austin Peay.
“I’m expecting him to do
what he usually does in practice
by having a good game and
playing strong Saturday,”
Jenkins said.
“You can’t put too much pres-

sure on him, though, and expect
him to rush for 179 yards every
week because you are not
always going to be able to do
it.”
Regarding the type of skills
McDavid brings to an Eastern
backfield already loaded with
talent, Jenkins sees him as a
slasher.

FOOTBALL

“He is a real slasher on the
football field, an Eric Metcalf
type of player,” Jenkins said.
“He is able to make a lot of
moves and find a lot of holes
that other players can’t. He is a
hard worker and a hard runner,
and I knew from day one that he
was going to be a good running
back.”

However, McDavid really has
not tried to pinpoint the type of
running back he is.
“I can’t really say what type
of running back I am because I
don’t try to grade myself as a
back,” McDavid said. “I just try
to find the holes and get what
kind of yards I can when I’m out
there.”

from page 12A

Governor head coach Roy
injuries.
Gregory said his team simply
Safety Chris Watson, who sufturned away from things that were
fered a concussion last week, will
not working.
be back to receive playing time
“We’ve been trying some differthis week.
Austin
ent things on offense because we Eastern vs.
However, cornerback Chris
Peay
have to at this point in the season,” Illinois
Brown, who collided with
he said. “We’re trying to find
Watson, is definitely out for this
Site: Governors Stadium
something that will work, and it
week and possibly for the rest of
Clarksville, Tenn.
has gotten better in some
the season, according to Spoo.
respects.”
Also back are running backs
Spoo said Austin Peay has been
Ibrahim Bawa and Bob Koziel.
Time: 1:30 p.m. CST
playing a flex-bone offense – a
Both players are still banged up
Radio: WACF-FM 98.5
variation on the typical option forsome, but Spoo said both should
mation of the wishbone.
be able to make the trip.
Records: EIU 5-2
Wide receiver Hud Romero
As far as being concerned about
AP 0-8
specific things, Gregory said he is
could also see his first playing
Shorts:
time since the season opener at
worried about Austin Peay’s stadi- EIU
■ The Panthers have the second
Western Michigan. Against the
um.
best offense in the league.
“When they get on the field ■ Eastern took last year’s game by Broncos, Romero had three catches for 66 yards, including a 45Saturday, it’s going to tip,” he said a score of 31-13 in Clarksville.
yard catch.
of Eastern’s offensive line – which
Last week, the Panthers ran the
averages over 300 pounds per AP Shorts:
ball on 68 of their 87 total offenlineman.
■ Austin Peay has not won a
Gregory did say the Panthers game since it 28-6 victory over
sive plays, and while Spoo said
will present a challenge to his Tennessee State in week eight of the team does strive for balance, it
last season.
team.
is also smart to use what the
defense is giving.
“Eastern is well-coached,” he ■ Austin Peay has been
“We practice both (the running
said. “They play aggressively, and outscored 249-77 this season.
and passing games) and we’ve
I expect the game to be a real battle for us. When you’re 0-8 you are not doing any- been somewhat balanced until last week,” he said.
“We’ll go with what’s working.”
thing well.”
One player who benefited from the run game
Apparently not, as the Governors rank seventh
was freshman Jabarey McDavid, who ran 27 times
in both total offense and total defense.
Austin Peay scores an average of 9.6 points per for 177 yards and two touchdowns. Spoo said he
game while giving up an average of 31.1 points per will get some work again this week.
game.
“I hope he carries at least 25 times,” he said.
The Panthers do have some good news going “We’ve got to get him the ball and see what he can
into the game, as several players will be back from do.”
TC
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Men boaters face SW Missouri
State, Marquette this weekend
By ANDREW GRANGER
Staff writer
Eastern 's men's soccer team will
play a pair of games this weekend.
The team will take on Missouri
Valley Conference foe Southwest
~issouri State at 7 p.m. Friday.
The Panthers will take co Lakeside
Field co face off against Marquette
University at 2 p.in. Sunday.
The match against Southwest
Missouri will mark the last of a
five-game set on the road. The
Bears currently sit one spot above
the Panthers in the MVC. Although
the two teams share identical 1-1-0
records in the conference,
Southwest Missouri has a better
overall record, 10-4-0 to Eastem's

7-8-0.
The Bears are led by the scoring
tandem of Brad Jordan and Matt
Caucion. Both players have eight
goals this season, but Jordan's eight
assists to Caution's seven gives him
the points lead.
The Bears are 6-0 at home and
have outscored the opposition 4221.
Eastern head coach Tim
McClements feels that Southwest
Missouri is a "very strong team."
'"They have two very good front
runners," he said.
'Matt Caution has been doing a

lot of their scoring.
'They are a strong ream up front.
They don't have a lot of weaknesses."
Opponents that the two teams
have had in com mon include
Western Illinois, Univers ity of
Missouri-Kansas C ity a nd the
Golden Eagles of Northeaste rn
Illinois. Both teams took victories
from these three opponentc;.
Though McClements expects a
tough contesL he intendc; to stick co
his game plan.
"We're goi ng to try to ma ke
adjustments, but we have to play to
our strengths," he said. ''When we
started. we played the ball to the
middle a lot. Lately we ' ve been
going to the fl anks. l think you
need a balanced attack. You can't
just do one thing - that's too easy
to stop. We'll play the ball outside,
but we'll use the inside as well."
On Sunday, the Panthe rs will
start a three-game home stretch that
will close out the regular season.
Marquette comes to cown 9-6-1 on
the season. They have pos ted a
.500 record on the road sitting at 4-

4.
Leading Marquette in scoring is
junior D rew Watzka. His twelve
goals this year are more than a third
of the teams total. Kevin Ba rry
leads the team in assists with six.

Common opponents for the two
teams were Northwestern,
Wisconsin, Wisconsin-Green Bay,
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
and
Northern Illinois. Against this
group the Panthers put up a 2-3
record. The Warriors wem 4-1
against these teams.
Marquette enters the gan1e having won its last two matches
outscoring its opponents 5-2.
Marquette head coach Stephen
Adlard is pleased with his team's
performance so far.
"We've had some good wins this
year," he said. "And we've lost
some tough games. We've beaten a
couple of nationally ranked teams
(Creighton and Wisconsin)."
Marquette has played severaJ
ra nked teams, compiling a 3-2
record against them.
Adlard admitted to the fact that
he is only now starting to scout the
Panthers.
"We' re doing the background
checks with other coaches," he
said. "l think they've done a wonderful job the re. They've had a
turnaround. r think this weekend is
going to be a tough game. We' re
going in healthy. If we go in playing at the top of our game we
should be successful. But I think if
we do n' t p lay our best game,
Eastern has a chance to win."

HARRIERS/rompagel2A
and JoAnn Trevino should also be able to fight it out
for second team honors.
..We're psyched up and ready to go," Conrad said.
··A lot:Of µs v.anv~ gl!t 041 th~ and race."
This meet this year is much different from previous

Lrrtllce

years.
·'It's special this year wid1 the OVC- we're one of
the first fa ll teams to go after an O VC crown,''
Mcinerney ~d . "It's a little exciting and we're hoping
to establish ourselves·with some respectable places."

On the Road Again
with Western
Western Staff Services needs te lemarketers
in the Charleston area
•Inbound &: outbound calls•
•Good starting salary"
~nus program•
•FiexJble scheduJe•
•Excellent work environ.men~

The Western Mobile Recruiting Unit
will be on Grant Street
across from Stevenson Hall on Friday, November 1
Earn The Cash You Need For Christmas
With Western Staff Services
1-800-526-7211
E.O.E. M/F/HN

University Union & UB Special Events Bring You ...
IP®Illl ~®® UJililfiCIDrm @u»cerm IHICIDun~ce UJIE CCCIDunliilUy IF~llrr

FREE

TONIGHT - 7pm - MIDNIGHT

ADMISSION

Eastcm Illinois University

Throughout
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union
WMCI Radio's Country
Hoe-Down
(Country Line Dancing
Lessons 7-8:30)

Cake Walk
Hog-Calling Contest
Great Give-a-ways
Pie-eating Contest
Free Check Cashing
All Day

Country Carnival Garnes

Free Food

Prizes

Bookstore Specials

Giant Twister
Mummy Wrap
Dizzy Brooms
Bozo Game
Country Tic-Tac-Toe

Grilled Hot Dogs
Nachos & Cheese
Apple Cider
Apples & Cannel Dip

Concert Tickets
EIU Sweatshirts
EIU Light Signs
Bus Tickets
CD's
Gift Certificates
And More...

30% off Clothing
20% off Trade Books
10% off Magazines

~

I 0-12 Midnight
Great Prizes as Usual

*not including
Computers & Software

For Further Details Contact UB Special Events 581-5117
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Harriers aim to finish in top
four in first OVC tournament
By CHAD MERDA
Staff writer

With all the regular season meets over. it is time
for the men's and women's cross country teams to
compete in 1fieir first Oh io Valley Conference
Championsh p when they travel to Martin. Tenn.,
this weekend
The crosl. country teams followed the patterns of
other Panther teams in moving to the OVC for the
1996-97 seasl n.
The transitmn to the OVC has been a bit different
for the cross country teams, seeing as they have only
seen one OVC team - Southeast Missouri State.
"Sometimes it is good to get a little bit of a feel of
the opposition, but it's not that critical," head coach
John Mclnemey said. "It makes us assume they are
tougher than we think. I think we will be fine."
Part of the reason Mclnemey thinks his Panther
squad will be fine is because all of the other OVC
teams face the same dilemma - they haven't seen
the Panthers either.
For the men's championship, Mcln~rney has all
but conceded it to defending champion Morehead
State, who will be led by Jeff Faith.
Mclnemey also anticipates Murray State to fa]J in
the top four along with Eastern Kentucky. He hopes
his Panther squad will place in the top four, as they
are Jed by fifth year senior, Justin Weiss and Todd
Moroney.
"We're ready to go and have been waiting all season," Weiss said. "We'd like to win it. but we should
at least be in the top three."
Weiss. the Panther's perennial top runner, has bat-

tied injury all year and in his absence Moroney has
had what Mcinerney calls his best year as a Panther.
The top seven runners will be named First Team
All Conference. while the eight through 14 runners
wiJI be named to the Second Team All Conference.
··1 see both (Weiss and Moroney) being able to
challenge for individual honors." Mcinerney said.
"The men's field is real deep. It's going to be a quality men's field."
He is expecting Jason McKinney from Murray
State who has earned OVC Runner of the Week honors just like Weiss and Moroney to pose one of the
biggest challenges, along with Faith from Morehead
State, and Scott Fincher and Titus Ngeno from
Eastern Kentucky.
For the women, Mcinerney is looking at Eastern
KenLUcky to be the powerhouse. He said they have
run under 18 minutes consistently all season long,
being led by Jamie King and Sara Blossom.
The women of Southeast Missouri State will be
led by Sherry Lange and Janelle Quigley. Quigley
won the Panther Open earlier this year. Mcinerney
said going into the meet Morehead State is probably
the third best team.
Mcinerney sees his Lady Panthers finishing in the
top four of the field.
·
"Eastern Kentucky looks so strong," Mcinerney
said. "Our goal is to sneak by at least one of them."
As far as individual goals go, according to
Mcinerney, Cristen Conrad and Sue Langer are
capable of earning first team honors with a great
race on their part.
The freshmen trio of Heidi Fossum, Marci Bozer,
See HARRIERS page 1IA

lBE MASAYUKl/Staff photographer
Senior cross country runner Justin Weiss sprims during practice earlier this year. Both the men '.S' and womens cross country teams will be
running in the Ohio Valley Conference meet this weekend.

Panthers refuse to underestimate winless Austin Peay
By JOSH HARBECK
Associate sports editor

The road trip continues.
Eastern (3-1 in the Ohio Valley
Conference. 5-2 overall) travels to
Clarksville. Tenn.. Saturday to play
an OVC game against the
Governors of Austin Peay.
And the fact that Austin Peay has
a record of 0-8 on the year (0-5 in
the OVC) is just what Eastern head
coach Bob Spoo is afraid of.
"I don·c think there are many
teams that can look past another
team." he said. "'They (the
Governors) are still capable. They
have the athletes, and they have
nothing to Jose."
While Spoo certainly did not predict a loss. he did say football ts
unpredictable.
"Strange things happen,'' he said.
·•Just like last week. a guy slips in
the backfield, a ball is tipped at the
line and picked off."
Both plays Spoo referred to took
place in last week's 35-27 win over
Tennessee Tech. In the first quarter,
Tech was able to connect on an 80-

• Freshman running back
Jabarey McDavid snares this
week's Panther Watch honors.
STORY page 10A

=======

yard touchdown pass when an
Eastern defensive back slipped on
the turf" and lose coverage.
Lacer in the game. a Mike
Simpson pass was tipped at the
line. intercepted and returned 52
yards for a touchdown. So Spoo
said he is trying to get his team to
look past Austin Peay's record.
··1 talked to the team Monday
and tried to get them pointed in the
right direction:· he said. "Yes. it
wiJI be a struggle. We respect
Austin Peay despite their record."
More specifically. Spoo said he
is wary of the new offense the
Governors have implemented.
"They have kind of abandoned
what they did early in the year and
gone more to an option," he said.
"It seems that each week they add a
new wrinkle co the option."
See FOOTBALL page JOA

IBE MASAYUKl/Staff photographer
Sophomore Panther tailback Justin Lynch plunges into the endzone during Eastern s 35-27 win over
Tennessee Tech last Saturday. Eastem travels to Austin Peay on Saturday for a conference game.

Conference seeding depends on booters' last game
ByVANMARTZ
Staff writer

The Panther women's soccer team closes
out the regular season with a conference
game against the Illinois State Redbirds this
Saturday at I p.m. on the road.
The Panthers come into the match with a
14-4 season mark. A win in the game will
give the Panthers a winning conference
record in their first season in the Missouri
Valley Conference. The Panthers conference
record going into the game is 2-2.
According to Panther head coach Steve
Ballard. the game is huge in deciding where
the Panthers will be seeded in the conference
tournament.

"It's a big game. by winning it should
assure us the third seed in the conference." he
said. "It's important for our team to continue
our strong play co give us a good flow going
into the tournament."
The Redbirds enter the game with a 3-13-1
record on the year. The team has been hampered by two five-game losing streaks. One
of those streaks came to a halt in the
Redbird-;' last outing. a 3-0 overtime Yictory
over DePaul. The Redbirds also have a shot
at third place in the MVC with a victory over
the Panthers.
On offense. Michelle Prusko leads the
Redbirds with 13 points. Prusko's six goals
also is tops on the team.
A<. a team. the Redbirds have had trouble

scoring this season. The team has managed
18 goals and has been shutout in seven of
their losses.
The Panthers have had no trouble scoring
this season. Sophomore Tracie Strother leads
che team with 44 points. Strother has been
hampered by injuries but looks to be about
100 percent. Sophomore Beth Aussin"s 42
points trails only Strother for top scorer in the
MVC.
Ballard looks to have a big game from
both players.
''Beth and Tracie look to be getting back in
sync - to where they were before Tracie's
injury:· he said.
Panther defensive star Kendr.t Williamson
has stepped up her offense in the last couple

of games. Williamson has scored two goal!
and an assist in the Panthers' last two matches.
Trying to stop the Panthers potent offenst
will be Redbird keeper Kristi Elliot. Elliot
leads the MVC in saves with 162, and minutes played with I 560. With her impressi1e
performance against DePa.ul. Elliot wa
named the MVC defensive player of ch
week.
The Panthers boast a tough defense a
well. After giving up two goals early 10 St
Louis on Wednesday. the Panther defen
shut down the Billikens· offense for the la
67 minutes of the game. The solid defen11
helped push the Panthers to a 3-2 O\'ertill'C
victory.
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n the other hand...
Most embarrassing moment while on a date

by donna cuisia

by andrew rodgers

By the age of 21, I’ve successfully
completed what has been the most
trying, tenacious, triumphant and
sometimes tedious segment of my
life ... dating. I’ve pretty much experienced the different types of dating
there are ... blind dates, Dutch treat dates, high school
dance dates, set-up-with-a-friend-of-a-friend dates, you
name it.
But no matter what kind of date a girl goes on, she
inevitably experiences anxiety, hesitation, nervousness and
stress along with the excitement of the date. And the funny
thing is that girls worry less about whether they’ll get a
second date. Rather, they worry about making it through
the first one without making a fool of themselves.
Making a good first impression means a lot to girls,
especially if it is for guys they’re interested in. But every
girl has lived through some of the most embarrassing
moments, so embarrassing that she wishes she could
erase them from her mind. These moments are the ones
that give girls the chills and make them cringe every time
they’re remembered. And believe me, I can vouch ... in
high school I was voted “Most Embarrassing Moments in
One Day.”
Probably the most embarrassing moment for a girl is
when she passes gas in front of a guy she likes ... and I’m
not talking about belching although that can be pretty
embarrassing as well. Imagine the scenario, you’re sitting
at dinner in a nice restaurant. You’re wearing that new outfit you bought especially for the first date accessorized with
Mom’s antique string of freshwater pearls. You’re taking a
sip from your water glass and suddenly, you just let one
rip. It’s not on purpose ... it just kind of slips out. But the
next thing you know, you’re face and ears feel all red and
hot, and your date is calling the waiter for the check when
you haven’t even ordered.
It’s a traumatizing feeling.
Or what about the ever-popular skirt-stuck-in-the-pantyhose incident that some unfortunate girls have to experience? You’re running late and rushing out the door to
class. You’ve got a speech to give in class so naturally you
dress up for the occasion. You stop in the bathroom before
leaving your building and rush out the door without looking
in the mirror first. You’re walking on the sidewalks of campus, and you notice people glancing back at you but you
don’t know why. Finally, you bump into one of your close
girlfriends who immediately grabs you by the arm, pulls
you behind the closest building or shrubbery and pulls
down the bottom of your skirt that’s tucked into your
stockings. You cringe of the thought of traipsing around
campus, flaunting your Victoria’s Secret underwear.
It happens to the best of us.
Some people’s lives are centered around their most
embarrassing moments. They want to cry but hold it in.
Eventually they forget.
Others want to be buried alive after doing something
stupid. They won’t survive in this world.
And still others just don’t care what they do or what people think. They know how to deal with embarrassment.
They laugh it off. They’ve got the best solution.
No matter how you handle it, it’s important to remember
that just because people laugh at you, your face burning
with embarrassment, it’s not the end of the world.
An embarrassing moment usually only lasts for less
than 30 seconds, even though it probably seems like the
longest 30 seconds of your life and hardest 30 seconds of
your life to forget. When people laugh, laugh with them.
And like William Shakespeare wrote, “Laugh yourself into
stitches.” It’s better than crying yourself a river.
To contact donna e-mail her at cudac1@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu

I think it’s fair to say that I’ve
been on my share of dates. And
when it comes to embarrassing
myself in front of others, I think I
am the undisputed king.
In high school I was a complete
tool – I thought erogenous zones were top secret government installations. If I ever DID get the courage to ask a
girl out, I always seemed to add a few words more than
necessary to my sentences. Things like “Hey Elena, want
to go see a movie Friday,” turned into “Howdy Elena, I’ve
got a question for you, but you don’t have to answer this
week ... Want to go see a good movie with me on Friday?
OK well maybe you’ll hate it, but you might like it ... what
do you say?”
Looking back on it now, just talking to girls was a complete embarrassment for me. Somehow though, I did manage to land a couple of dates during high school. And for
the rest of my life I will never forget one of those dates.
There was this really cute girl in one of my classes. I
asked her out to a movie and she accepted. I drove my
parents van to pick her up (By the way, the most important
thing to remember when you are going on a date with
someone for the first time ... don’t pick up your date in a
van.
Her dad, a former military drill sergeant, grilled me
about our destination and plans for an expedient return.
After telling him my complete family history and leaving
the number where my mom could be reached in case of an
emergency, I took my date out to a movie.
Now I won’t lie to you. We did smooch a little bit on the
way back home. But I swear to God I wasn’t four hours
late like her father claimed. Needless to say I was not making a good first impression on him.
To make matters worse, when I pulled into her driveway,
her seat belt got stuck and I had to get out and help unfasten it. He walked out and saw me fiddling around her waist
with something and pretty much went ballistic.
Of course that was probably my worst overall date. But
over the years I had many small, kind-of embarrassing
moments while on dates.
In high school, for example, I think every date I ever
went on, I ended up having to clinch my butt cheeks
together to hold back a bad fart. I don’t know why, but I
always seemed to have gastrointestinal troubles in high
school when I was out on dates.
So high school, dating and Andrew aren’t exactly three
words that you’d use in the same sentence. And even
though college has helped to ROUND out my education, I
still do dumb embarrassing things on dates.
For instance, a few of months ago I took a girl to dinner.
We had a pretty good time. I thought it would be cool if I
impressed her with little tidbits of information I knew. Well
after reciting the He-Man theme in the middle of the busy
restaurant and receiving a standing ovation from the table
next to us, I ruined my chances of ever having another
date with her again by having a belch contest with our
waiter.
Now I know what you’re saying: sometimes it’s kind of
fun to do dumb stuff on purpose in order to embarrass
people around you. Let me give you this morsel of advice:
If you are interested in someone, don’t throw meatballs at
them when you’re at dinner. I did it in an attempt to break
the ice once before ... it doesn’t work.
Dating in the nineties is very complex. I mean it’s a difficult thing to ask a person out and have an embarrassmentfree date with them.
There are just far too many things to trip over or spill on
yourself to have a hassle free evening these days.
To contact andrew e-mail him at cuawr@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu

“On the Other Hand” is a weekly column that illuminates the ugly, exposes the underbelly
of whatever and generally tries to make a mess of things. Donna and Andrew are “just
friends.” Questions, letters of admiration or general threats should be e-mailed to them directly. Letters may be used as the basis for future columns. Any current or ex-boyfriends/girlfriends of the above-mentioned columnists should get used to being made fun of.
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Smashing Pumpkins
& o t h e r ro t t i n g

vegetables

november 1 - 8

Catherine’s Horse will play Saturday
at the Uptowner at 9 p.m. There is a $3
cover and the band is coming with
Sweat Bridget and Hogleg.
“Sweat Bridget has a female lead
singer and is kind of mellow,” Amy
Busher, Catherine’s Horse manager said.
“I don’t know a lot about Hogleg except
that the band is from Missouri.”
Catherine’s Horse will have two independently released CDs on sale, the latest of which, titled “Splashcake,” is on
sale for $10.
“The band will also be going on tour
from Nov. 11-16,” Busher said. “They
will travel to Ohio, Pennsylvania and Indiana.”

by paul budzynski
Associate Verge editor

I

n the fine spirit of Halloween, The Verge
has decided to mention something about
pumpkins this year.
We don’t have any handy carving tips or
anything, but we at The Verge have decided to
mention something about SMASHING some
PUMPKINS this year.
It’s a day after Halloween and a week after
the Smashing Pumpkins concert in Champaign,
but we think you care enough about pop culture to still want to know all about our failed
attempts to get backstage to meet MTV’s
poster children.
The concert was last Friday at the Assembly
Hall in Champaign. The Pumpkins played for
three hours. There were three encores.
Garbage opened up for the Pumpkins and I
couldn’t hear the vocals. I don’t like their
music so I probably can’t make a fair assessment of the band. I think Garbage is garbage –
I’m sorry, that’s just what I think.
When the Pumpkins came on, the crowd
got pretty animated. The lead-in music for the
show was piano crap from “Mellon Collie and
the Infinite Sadness.”
The backdrop for the show was a huge
metal tower which contained three cameramen who worked lights and cameras for the
show. Also, three humongous movie screens
sat under the tower and on either side of the
tower playing trippy stuff the whole evening.
Eventually the quartet ended up playing
acoustic songs while Billy Corgan – lead guitarist, vocalist and main spitter – wore his silver pants and zero T-shirt, which he hasn’t
washed in two years.

Predictably the band played “Disarm.” It
sounded good, and any casual music listener
would be impressed with Corgan’s guitar
strumming. But basically the band played the
song for all the junior high and high school fans
who paid $25 for a ticket (which made up 95
percent of the audience).

Eventually the quartet ended
up playing acoustic songs
while Billy Corgan – lead guitarist, vocalist and main spitter – wore his silver pants
and zero T-shirt, which he
hasn’t washed in two years.
About this time the band took a break and
told stories to the crowd. One of Corgan’s
stories told of his disdain toward students at
the University of Illinois (some of whom paid
$25 for a ticket!)
Most of crowd weren’t U of I students
though because they were too smart to pay
$25 a ticket (what a profit the Pumpkins are
making – yow!).
“These people were so fu*kin’ lame” said
Corgan, referring to a visit he paid the school
when he was in high school. “I decided to fu*k
college and choose music.”
Well it’s a good thing he did because now
fans can pay $25 a ticket to see him perform in
silver pants and a zero T-shirt.
Moving right along into the second encore
the Pumpkins played “1979” from “Mellon
Collie ...” while members of the “legendary”

Chicago band, The Frogs, ran around on stage.
The Pumpkin rock stars also performed
about a half hour’s worth of distortion and
feedback. It was rather relaxing.
During the third encore I could barely stay
awake – probably because I was one of the
older audience members and it was past my
bedtime. But I did notice the band played
“Zero,” (which is the exact opposite of what’s
in the Pumpkins’ wallets by now).
To wrap the show up, Corgan tried his hand
at “spoken word” – but when it comes down
to it, he sounded too much like Jim Morrison
for it to be any good. And Corgan can’t be Jim
Morrison because he has too much money.
After the show Andrew and I tried to get
backstage. Why? We don’t know – it just
sounded like a cool thing to do.
Well I could only think of a couple of questions to ask the band. Unfortunately the burly
bouncers wouldn’t let us wander into the
dressing rooms (damn them!), so we didn’t get
to ask any of them: 1) Did they want some of
my PEZ candy? 2) How much did Frank Zappa
and Jelly Roll Morton influence you? And 3)
What are you going to do with all that money?
Can I have some?
In the end, the only thing this story has to
do with Halloween is the band’s name and how
scary it is that fans have to pay $25 a ticket for
this show and $24 for the band’s latest release.
Here are some random things we
thought you’d might like to know:
Bassist D’Arcy had a large stuffed animal on
her amplifier – but it didn’t change the fact that
no one can ever hear her back-up vocals.
James Iha has a new hair-do but still doesn’t
move on stage and keeps his eyes on his
Gibson guitars.

Top 20 ways how NOT TO get backstage at a Smashing
Pumpkins show when you approach the bouncers.
11. I spilled my full beer on your mixing board. Sorry.
10. Smashing Pumpkins who?
9. Aren’t you too fat to be a bouncer?
8. I’ve got some PEZ. Want some?
7. Ask D’Arcy what she’s going to do with that stuffed
animal later – I’ve got some ideas.
6. Dry cleaning for Mr. Corgan!
5. This band sucks! Do you have any Bush, Oasis or
Better than Ezra tickets? Those guys rock man.
4. Is this the line for the Tidal Wave roller coaster? Hey
do you have a barf bag fatso?
3. I’m their biggest fan. I love that song. What’s it called ... “Jeremy?”
2. Hey Mr. bouncer I have some of Billy Corgan’s spit in
my hand from the show, and I figured that he’s so
dehydrated that he might want some of it back for
tomorrow’s show!
1. WE’RE VERGE EDITORS!
- paul budzynski & andrew rodgers

20. My name is Paul Corgan and this is Andrew Iha ...
we’re relatives of the band. Can we go in now?
19. I’m D’Arcy’s private trainer, and I have to work on her
back today. Let me in, please.
18. Let me in, I’m the new drummer.
17. Billy knocked up my aunt in eighth grade ... I’m here
to collect child support.
16. I’m a talent scout ... this band’s great ... they could
really go places.
15. Hey do you guys know how to light your own farts?
14. Is there somebody I could talk to about becoming
the band’s new keyboardist?
13. Would anybody in the band be interested in writing
for The Verge?
12. Hey I found that full stack amplifier on the other side
of the stage and I took the liberty of putting it in my
truck to get it out of your way. Can I see the band
now please/

Who
CONCERT Calendar

Chicago’s very own Fuse Records
guides the rock band Busker
Soundcheck down the indie underground railroad. This Joliet trio has
played modest gigs with other Midwesterners such as Walt Mink, Veruca
Salt and even Smashing Pumpkins.
No longer in their shadows, Busker
Soundcheck slowly steps its toes in a
spotlight of its own. Having been together since 1990, Paul, Dan and Chris conjured up the idea of a band that can play
such varying sounds from the Smiths,
Sex Pistols and Rush.
After a short year of jamming and partying, Demo Uno was released and a
tour of the Midwest and Southeast
unfolded.
In recent news, Busker appears to be
doing quite well in the Windy City music
scene. In July 1995, the band’s self-titled
LP, Busker Soundcheck, was released
and sold over 1,000 copies in the first
three weeks alone.
The 11-song album has also received
numerous positive reviews from some
independent magazines, such as
“Rayolux,” “Milk” and “Platypus.” Even
the “Chicago Tribune” and the “Illinois
Entertainer” have given the band and its
albums large doses of appraisal.
This November, Busker will not only
play the Metro in Chicago, but it will also
rock the Dungeon on Saturday,
November 2. Doors open at 5:30 p.m.
while I.A.M.I. opens at 6 p.m. There is a
$5 cover charge.
Three Canadian cubs are ready to
pounce their way through indie-land with
their unique “cuddle-core” style of
music.
This all-chick trio is on its way to success, having played with such wellknown bands like The Muffs, The
Queers, Pluto and the now-famous
NOFX. Lead vocalist Lisa Marr paws at
the bass while Robyn Iwata strums her
guitar. Lisa G (The last name is a mystery) tip-taps at her drum set. Both
Robyn and Lisa G do help purr with
additional vocals, though.
In the not-so-distant past, Cub has
released two albums. Its debut, “BettiCola,” was loved by lots and the followup, “Come Out Come Out,” caused even
more of a frenzy throughout college
radio. Now, resting somewhere between
the East Bay label, Lookout! Records
(Riverdales, Avail and Squirtgun) and
Vancouver’s Mint Records (Heuvas
Rancheros, GOB and The Smugglers),
Cub has recently put out another LP entitled “Box of Hair.”
Just as the ladies of Cub have infected the rest of the world with pop-punkiness, they will play an all ages show in
Urbana on Sunday, Nov. 3 at the
Channing-Murray Foundation, 1209
West Oregon St.
Opening for Cub is and the Jawbreaker-esque Chanticleer. The show begins at
7 p.m. and the door cover is $5.
- patty marcus

When

Where

Price Phone

Crow Jane

9:30 p.m. Fri., Nov. 1

Friends & Co.

Free

345-2380

Reverend Roberts

9 p.m. Fri., Nov. 1

Uptowner

$2

345-4622

10 p.m. Fri., Nov. 1

Blind Pig

$10

351-7476

5:30 p.m. Sat., Nov. 2

Dungeon

$5

345-2380

9 p.m. Fri., Nov. 2

Uptowner

$2

345-4622

Dark Eden

9 p.m.. Sat., Nov. 2

Cellar

$2

345-4622

The Promise Ring, Braid and Joan of Arc

6:30 p.m. Sat., Nov. 2

Metro

$5

(312)-549-2688

The Wedding Present and Versus

11:30 p.m. Sat., Nov. 2

Metro

$10

(312)-549-2688

Brainiac, Spark w/View Finder

10 p.m. Fri., Nov. 3

Blind Pig

$5

345-7476

My Scarlet Life

9:30 p.m. Sat., Nov. 9

Friends & Co.

Free

345-2380
345-4622

Anson Funderburgh w/ Sam Myers
Busker Soundcheck w/IAMI
Catherine’s Horse

Elvis Himselvis

9 p.m. Sat., Nov. 9

Uptowner

$2

Turkey Testicle Festival

9:30 p.m. Sun., Nov. 10

Dungeon

Free

345-2380

Geggy Tah

7 p.m. Sun., Nov. 17

Metro

$10

(312)-549-2688

Dishwalla, The Refreshments and Tonic

7 p.m. Wed., Nov 20

Metro

$12.50

(312)-549-2688
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Students direct plays about:

Marriage, love, relationships and power trips
by matt adrian
staff writer

T

wo people reflect on their marriage
and an emperor reflects on the
image of a three-foot dildo.
Sound like an odd combination? Well it is
odd, but also pretty entertaining.
The theatre department presents two
student-directed one-act plays starting
Friday.
The first play is “United States: The
Interview” a play written by Larry Gelbart
and directed by Christopher Gray.
The play revolves around Richard, played
by Brian Shamie, and Libby, played by
Heather Fuller, a married couple being
interviewed for a survey on married people.

The play hits topics ranging from child rearing to having a 30-second affair with the
woman behind you at the stop light.
The staging and lighting is superb. The
many flashbacks that dot the play are
enhanced by the use of the sparse stage and
lighting. It gives the flashbacks a surreal
dreamlike quality.
The acting follows suit. Brian Shamie is
animated enough to keep the audience
interested, but retains a certain reservedness to keep the play grounded in reality.
Heather Fuller helps bring sobriety to the
character of Libby, and provides a great
contrast to Richard, Shamie’s character.
The play involves love and relationships,
and the cast catches this moment when the
couple meets after their interview. The

actors make the moment palatable and for a
moment the audience forgets that it’s a play.
On the other hand, the second play is a
far cry from the love and tenderness of
“United States.”
“Theodora: She Bitch of Byzantium”
written by Charles Busch and directed by
Kelly Harper is a play about power trips,
raging hormones and a strange punishment
involving a three-foot dildo.
“Theodora,” takes place during the
Byzantine Empire, and tells the tale of a
woman out to regain the love, or at least
the sperm of her husband, the Emperor
Justinian.
There is one problem though. Justinian is
much more interested in his new man servant, Toso, than his wife, and Toso is much

more interested in his wife/sister Rita.
The acting is great. The bickering
between Theodora, played by Katy Reidy,
and Justinian, played by Matthew Fear, is
priceless, as is most of the bickering
between Theodora and the other characters. Fear is great as the perverse potentate
with the libido the size of Texas. Katy Reidy
as Theodora provides a great mixture of
arrogance, weakness and strength to her
character.
The rest of the cast adds to the mayhem
that ensues with perfect delivery of one-liners and physical comedy.
The two plays will be running Nov. 1,2,46 at 8:00 p.m. and on Nov. 3 at 2:00 p.m.
Tickets cost $3.50 and are available at the
door.

Acoustic country artist coming to Rathskeller
by chuck burke
staff writer

■ For

It’s not hard to see how Hunter Moore’s brand of
folk and country songwriting dictates the comforting
mood and atmosphere of coffee houses and small concert halls.
“It’s intimate kind of music, so the intimate kind of
settings make more sense,” Moore said this week in a
phone interview from his home in Nashville. “You
actually see the people.”
Moore will bring his picturesque musicianship to the
Rathskeller at 9 p.m. on Saturday in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
His stripped-down acoustic style reflects the simplicity and purity lost from his childhood years in a

more on Moore look to page 5b for the
review of his latest album “Delta Moon.”

small Missouri town along the Mississippi River.
Moore’s vocals and guitar work resemble James
Taylor’s more sentimental days. His delivery is
painstakingly gentle and melodic, and his strength lies
in his pensive, straightforward lyrics.
“It’s real simple,” Moore said. “It’s just me and my
acoustic guitar.”
Moore sings along well-worn folk and country
themes – blue-collar work life, the tainted innocence
of youth, struggles in relationships and so forth – but
he strives to give his music a sensitive twist. It’s evident that his creativity stems from utopian thoughts of

small-town reminiscence, and the result sets an effective mood.
Having performed and recorded on his own for only
a few years, Moore spent years writing songs for various popular country acts like Alabama and Ricky
Skaggs.
Moore’s touring is just as simple as his music – all he
brings is himself, his guitar and his car. His Rathskeller
show comes amid a three-state swing of performances
this weekend. He will play in St. Louis tonight and in
Indiana on Sunday. “It’s my first show in Illinois,” he
said.
Tickets are available at the door and will cost $1 for
Eastern students with a valid ID and $3 for the general
public.
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Simple: Chuck D leaves Public Enemy behind

Hunter Moore’s
intimate songs

Once again it’s the incredible rhyme animal – the
unstoppable Chuck D with his first solo album since the
break up of the influential rap group Public Enemy.
His release Autobiography of MISTACHUCK on
Mercury Records is Chuck D’s triumphant return to the
troubled world of hip hop.
With the many references to blunts, 40 ounces, and
the Italian Mafioso lifestyle that are infesting much of
today’s hip hop, Chuck D’s lyrics and political themes
make listeners think while nodding their head to the
hard beats.
Chuck doesn’t look far from his own camp for producers, recruiting Bomb Squad veterans Eric “Vietnam”
Sadler and Gary G Wiz to put together the beats and

by chuck burke
staff writer
Hunter Moore exemplifies simplicity and glorifies the ordinary.
The folk/country songwriter
achieves this mood with his second
release, Delta Moon. Perhaps the
only drawback to the record is just
that – it’s ordinary.
Approaching his songwriting with
a raw, acoustic sound, Moore lays
down predominantly gentle, threechord folk melodies backed by scattered, undulating percussion. The
output is intimate and personal.
Moore’s lyrics thrive on sentimentality and small-town life. Citing
poet Robert Frost as lyrical inspiration, Moore follows themes of
nature, childhood innocence and
profoundness seen in day-to-day
life.
Though his songs provide no
ground-breaking philosophical
insight, their impact is subtle and
effective.
In “Oleana,” Moore depicts his
father’s blue-collar work life in a
small, agricultural town. “Delta
Moon,” the album’s title track, looks
at a man learning to appreciate the
daily mannerisms of his family.
The record’s strength is not so
much the sound or performance but
the mood it induces as a whole. It’s
a comforting alternative to much of
the modern pop country music
available today rampant with earsplitting slide guitar twang.
The commercial market is moderately small for acoustic folk songwriters although it provides a satisfying niche for Moore – allowing
him the opportunity to tour coffee
houses and other
intimate venues.

and 47 seconds of the entire LP.
Public Enemy #1 is back and even though his uzi
may still not weigh a ton, Autobiography of MISTACHUCK is a triumphant return to the world of hip
hop. What it lacks in the platinum going, pop appeal of
a Bone-Thugs-N-Harmony it definitely makes up in
hard-core beats and real raps. In short, shell out the fifteen bones and pick up a copy of MISTACHUCK.

Chuck D
Autobiography
of MISTACHUCK
Mercury Records
Diggity Dank

Diverse compilation Eclectic R&B mix
helps animal rights
‘gets on the bus’
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On the one year anniversary of the cultural phenomena known as the Million
Man March, Spike Lee released his
newest movie Get On The Bus. To go
with the movie Interscope Records compiled some of the music industry’s predominant R&B and hip hop artist to create a soundtrack to capture the feel of the
movie.
The incredibly diverse collection
includes classic artist such as Earth,
Wind & Fire and some new school performers like D’Angelo. BLACKstreet, off
the incredible success of their new single
“No Diggety,” contribute the jam
“Coming Home To You.”
Doug E. Fresh, Stevie Wonder, Curtis
Mayfield, The Neville Brothers, Marvin
Davis and Marc Dorsey all add their
unique sounds to the album. The standout tracks, however, come from hip hop
staples A Tribe Called Quest and
Gangstarr member Guru.
ATCQ’s song called “The Remedy”
produced by The Ummah displays the
laid back sound that has made Q Tip and
company famous, but with a twist. The
surprise guest appearance of Chicago
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This Weekend at

by derek glascock
staff writer

Various Artists
In Defense
of Animals:
Volume 2
Caroline Records
Diggity Dank
DOMINO'S
PIZZA

This tolerable compilation includes the
brit-pop’ness of Elastica, the harshness of
Ruby and a sweet bite of Bjork. Sound like
a strange cluster of music makers? It is.
These 17 songs come from many music
genres such as techno, industrial, funk,
hip-hop and even folk. Some of the people
on this album are not only fighting for animal rights, but are standing on their own
when it comes to being classified.
PJ Harvey is one them. Her contribution
to this benefit compilation is a song entitled, “Me-Jane.” Soft-core Alanis fans have
not a clue what a really angry chick sings
about, until they listen to this raging
female.
I was utterly thrilled with the song “Tiny
Meat” by Ruby. It provides a box-beat and
futuristic sound which would make the
experimental band, Brainiac, jealous. In
addition to the noise-rock, some techno
tracks include likable beats from The
Chemical Brothers, the Orb and Massive
Attack V Mad Professor.
Also, just as Mike Watt graced Porno for
Pyros with his talented presence he
appears on this album with the bass-controlled “Amnesty Report.” Farrell’s hypnotic and recognizable voice dives in, helping
his pal out during this rad song.
Speaking of Perry, the song following
tries the Jane’s Addiction thing (during the

chorus that is), and a Jon Spencer rip-off
artist sings previous to the interlude.
I suggest skipping over the “donations”
from White Zombie, Meat Beat Manifesto,
Moby and Belly. These songs don’t do the
artists justice and unfortunately lose you
after the first 30 seconds.
In addition to the bland side of this
album, it’s a good thing that Morphine
ends it. It’s too bad that the drug, morphine, doesn’t come with this CD, because
that would be the only solution to actually
enjoying the song, “Sundayafternoonweightlessness” (a too-long title for a toolong song).
The organization, In Defense of Animals
(IDA), has made a superb attempt at an
almost impeccable, modern compilation.
In doing so, they have ignored the mainstream and made music listeners aware of
the rights of animals. No matter what your
musical taste-buds prefer (the vegetarian
entree, maybe), this album is beyond
delectable.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

by patty marcus
staff writer

Hunter Moore
Delta Moon
Tangible
Records
Dank

EIU”S
4 o’clock
club

sounds that made It Takes a Nation of Millions to Hold
Us Back and Fear of a Black Planet hip hop classics.
Along with Chuck D, these two guys assemble twelve
well produced hard-core tracks.
“To all the critics that had me counted out” starts the
title cut and it addresses all the nay-sayers that Chuck
D has encountered in his 36 years on the planet, especially the music critics and TV reporters that have given
Chuck and PE grief.
“NO,” the first single off of the album, simply lists all
of the things you will not find in any of Chuck’s music.
“No sellouts ... No mo shows callin’ women bitches and
hoes ... No funk samples ... No killers,” he states over
the thick track.
The best song off MISTACHUCK is “Endonesia.”
Chuck D introduces two new rhymers, Dow Jonz and BWyze, and creates the most memorable four minutes

by derek glascock
staff writer
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®

®
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®

®

®

®

®

native Common Sense, one of the most
gifted lyricists in “the bizness,” makes
the song that much better. The trading
off of verses between Q Tip, Phife, and
Common leave an awe inspiring impression on the listener.
“Destiny is Calling,” Guru’s addition to
the fourteen song soundtrack, is a nice
reminder of the Gifted Unlimited Rhymes
Universal’s ability. His gravelly voice
flowing over the self produced track
reminds one of Gangstarr’s ‘93 release
“Hard To Earn.” “Destiny is Calling”
inspires a craving within the listener for
the duo of Guru and DJ Premier to put
out another album.
The eclectic hodge podge gives you
the sounds of several artists and hours
of listening pleasure. If you like the
smoothed out sounds of R&B or the
catchy rhymes of today’s top rappers run
out and grab yourself a
copy of Get On The
Bus.

Various Artists
Get on the Bus
Interscope
Records
Dank
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Sublessor

For Sale

Announcements

Announcements

NEED CASH? WE BUY cd’s,
tapes, video games. Music
Exchange. 234-3668
_______________________12/9
KOKOMO
JOE’S-Seafood,
steaks and ribs. Opening Nov.
1996 now accepting applications
for all positions. 8am-4pm MonFri. 516 Piatt Ave., Mattoon.
______________________11/14
ACT NOW We need 300 people
by November 1st and we are willing to pay! Flexible hours, Great
pay, Bonus Incentives, State of
the art Work environment. There
has never been a better time to
join the Number One Staffing
Service in Central Illinois. Sign
up today! Why not work for the
best? Call 345-1303
______________________ 11/1
MONEY TALKS...BUT WE NEED
TO SUPPLY THE VOICE. Great
starting salary. Outstanding
bonus potential.
Top firm.
Flexible hours. Call today for
details. 345-1303
______________________ 11/1
*****CONSOLIDATED MARKET
RESPONSE: GAIN VALUABLE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE. TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF THIS OPPORTUNITY TO GAIN VALUABLE
MARKETING EXPERIENCE-A
GREAT ADDITION TO ANY
RESUME! CMR IS HIRING
SALES REPRESENTATIVES
FOR OUR DAY AND EVENING
SHIFTS. ENJOY BENEFITS OF
WORKING FOR ONE OF THE
PREMIER EMPLOYERS IN
COLES CO., INCLUDING *
$6.00/HR AFTER TRAINING *
EXPOSURE TO THE MARKETING STRATEGIES OF FORTUNE 500 COMPANIES * FLEXIBLE HOURS * WEEKLY PAYCHECKS* A PROFESSIONAL,
RELAXED WORKING ENVIRONMENT * OPPORTUNITIES FOR
ADVANCEMENT AS OUR
ORGANIZATION CONTINUES
TO GROW. CALL US FOR
DETAILS!!
348-5250
“AN
EOE/AA EMPLOYER M/F/V/D”
*****
_______________________11/1
HELP WANTED: WAITRESS,
BARTENDER,
BANQUET
STAFF. Apply in person. Stix.
_______________________11/4
BRIAN’S PLACE-HELP WANTED
FOR THANKSGIVING AND
CHRISTMAS BREAK AND ALSO
TO STAY ON FOR PART-TIME
WORK. Different Positions available. 234-4151. Apply in Person.
_______________________11/4

SPRING BREAK ‘97. LOWEST
PRICES
TO
FLORIDA,
JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS,
& CARNIVAL CRUISES. HIRING
CAMPUS REPS. ENDLESS
SUMMER TOURS. 1-800-2347007
_______________________12/9

1-2 FEMALE SUBLESSORS
NEEDED Spring ‘97. Great, nice
clean apt. Own room. 1 block
from campus. 348-7627
_______________________11/5
SUBLESSOR NEEDED SPRING
SEMESTER. Close to Campus.
Own Room. Nicely furnished. Call
Kelley at 345-1505.
_______________________11/7

COMPUTER 486 DX4100 with
overdrive processor. Hard drives,
monitor, loaded. Too much to list.
$1,000 o.b.o. 581-2836.
_______________________11/4

$1000’S POSSIBLE TYPING.
Part Time. At Home. Toll Free (1)
800-218-9000 Ext. T-2262 for listings.
_______________________11/1
THANKS TO EVERYONE WHO
CAME OUT FOR THE FIRST
ANNUAL DELTA ZETA BINGO
NIGHT! We had fun and hope
you did too!
_______________________11/1
TO THE WOMEN OF PHI SIGMA
SIGMA:
Your
Paintball
Bombardment event ruled!
Thanks for letting us participate.
THE MEN OF SIGMA NU.
_______________________11/1
LAURA ELLISON OF AST- Have
fun at your lock-in and have a
very happy birthday. Love,
Mommy Kridner and Daddy
Dusek
_______________________11/1
ESA’S AND DELTA SIGS: Get
excited for the Barndance function tonight. It will be a Boot
Scootin’ Good Time!
_______________________11/1
DON’T MISS THE CONTROVERSIAL ONE-ACTS IN THE
DOUDNA FINE ARTS CENTER.
NOV. 1-6. CALL FOR YOUR
TICKETS NOW! 581-3110.
_______________________11/1

ESA & DELTA SIGS Barndance
ain’t going’ down til the sun
comes up! Suzanne
_______________________11/1
LAURA ELLISON OF ASTCongrats on entering I-week.
You’re going to make a beautiful
active. Tau love, Mommy Kridner
_______________________11/1
HAPPY BIRTHDAY HEATHER
ORY! We love ya! Get ready for
our first bash. Hooka Love
_______________________11/1
HEY SIG KAPS! Get excited for
Formal. It will be a blast. Love,
Lammee
_______________________11/1
KELSAY-Get excited for FORMAL
this weekend. It’s going to be
FUN!!! Love Ya, Tiffany
_______________________11/1

It

Wanted
WANTED: 100 STUDENTS
LOSE
5-100 lbs. New
metabolism breakthrough. R.N.
assisted. Free gift. $35 fee. 1800-579-1634
_______________________11/1

Adoption
LOVE, LAUGHTER, AND MUSIC
describe our old Victorian home.
We’ve been married for 9 years,
and everyday dream of sharing
our lives with a child. Please help
our dream come true with your
baby. Call us, Mary or Roger
anytime. 1-800-484-9445 Code
9197.
_______________________11/1

Roommates
SENIOR FEMALE SEEKS
ROOMMATE(S) for Spring 96 in
University Court. Interested
please call 581-8111.
______________________ 11/1
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
immediately/Spring Semester
VERY close to campus, own
room, $240/ mo. call Heather
345-4288
_______________________11/6
NICE MOBILE HOME suitable for
one or couple. Available Dec. 15
$250, water and trash included.
Phone 348-1341
_______________________11/5
MALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY
AND
FOR
SPRING ‘97. Great location. Only
$131/month. Call 345-5283.
______________________11/14
SUBLESSOR NEEDED IMMEDIATELY AND\OR FOR SPRING
‘97. $165/mo. No deposit
required. Call 348-8275.
_______________________11/4
NEES SUBLESSOR SPRING 97
$200/mo, A/C, Washer/Dryer,
Free Trash Plus Parking. 3454699. Leave a message for Rob.
______________________11/12
NICE, ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT located across from Old
Main available for Spring
Semester 345-2851
_______________________11/5

For Rent
QUIET 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT. McArthur
Manor. 345-2231
_______________________12/9
WANTED UPPER-CLASSMAN
OR GRADUATE, female nonsmoker to share a 2 bedroom furnished apartment. McArthur
Manor 345-2231.
_______________________12/9
AVAILABLE
SPRING
SEMESTER 2 bdrm house, partially furnished, trash paid, no
pets. 1921 9th st. $450 mo. 3481067 or 348-7746
~ ______________________11/5
2 GUYS NEED ROOMATE for 3
bedroom house for spring
semester. $180 each. Call 3454677.
_______________________11/1
NICE ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED APT. NEAR CAMPUS
for Spring + Summer Semesters.
345-6000.
_______________________11/1
FOR RENT-2 BEDROOM HOME
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. Screened
porch, garage, and all appliances.
$450/month. Lease Negotiable.
Call Donica at 345-3939.
_______________________11/7

For Sale
1985 GRAND AM. 65,000
MILES,
RUNS
GOOD.
$1800/OBO. Call 345-6806 after
4:30 p.m.
_______________________11/1
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS GRAPHING CALCULATOR TI-85.
$65/OBO Call Dave 345-4648
_______________________11/1
BUY MY BASS! Ibancz Roadster
II Very 80’s. Very Swank. $200
OBO. BRAD 348-1192
_______________________11/1
DIRECTIONAL STYLE CHROME
RIMS/TIRES 5 LUG. 15x8 Fits
Geo Tracker/Sidekick.
345-1252.
_______________________11/6

Announcements
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FROM SPONSERS!!! NO REPAYMENTS,
EVER!!! $$$ CASH FOR COLLEGE $$$ FOR INFO: 1-800243-2435
_______________________12/9
ONLY SANTA SHOULD BE FAT
AT CHRISTMAS TIME! Want to
lose 20 lbs. by the holidays? Call
235-1079.
_______________________11/8
JEN REEVES AND CORTNEY
SHANE, Good luck with I-week! I
am so proud of you both! DZ
love, Tracy
_______________________11/1
THE LADIES OF TRI-SIGMA
would like to congratulate
Courtney Bock on being sister of
the week for all of her help with
Parent’s Weekend!
_______________________11/1
MELANIE PETERSON OF TRISIGMA Congrats on entering Iweek! I am so proud of you!
Sigma love, your mom Macon
_______________________11/1
TRACY BENTSON AND KIM
SCHARP OF DZ, I hope you had
a great week. I’m so proud of you
both. Love, Amie
_______________________11/1
KIM, Congrats on becoming an
R.A.! Love, Jim
_______________________11/1
Congratulations to the following
ALPHA PHI’S on receiving HONORARY ORDER OF OMEGA:
Carrie Anastos, Jen Ashby, Debi
Gagliardo, Jodi Garrett, A.J.
Goepinger, Katie Himes, and
Jennifer Reno. Love, your sisters.
_______________________11/1
P R O F E S S I O N A L
RESUMES/COVER LETTERS
Member of the Professional
Association of Resume Writers,
The Career Connection 3488030.
_______________________11/1
SEIZED CARS from $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW’S, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WD’s. Your Area. Toll Free 1800-218-9000 Ext. A-2262 for
current listings.
_______________________11/1

Pays To Advertise In The Daily
Eastern News!!!!!!!!
The Daily Eastern News

Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
❏ Cash
❏ Check
❏ Credit
Check number________________

Phone: _________________Student

❏ Yes ❏ No

Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

EVERYONE NEEDS
MORE MONEY!
Right?
SO... why not sell
your unwanted
items in
The Daily Eastern
News Classified
Section!

campus clips
MOSLEMS ASSOCIATION Friday prayer today at noon in the AfricanAmerican Center.
THE AGENCY meeting today at 1 p.m. in McAfee 21A. All students
interested in public relations are invited to this work session.
THE EIU WRITING CENTER WCE Workshop Tuesday, Nov. 5 from 68 p.m. in CH 310. The workshop will help students prepare for the
Writing Competency Exam. Interested students can sign up in the
Writing Center (CH 301) or by calling 581-5929.
APO Pledge meeting Nov. 3, Sunday, in the Charleston/Mattoon
Room.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Open Forum tonight from 7-8:30 p.m.
at the Newman Lounge. Come talk about the issues of our day.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass will be held on Sunday at 11
a.m. and 9 p.m. in the Coleman Auditorium.
APO Active meeting Sunday, Nov. 3 at 8 p.m. in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room.
ZETA PHI BETA Yo Diggity social meeting tomorrow at 10 p.m. at the
Zeta House in Greek Court. Free Food.
STUDENT ACTION TEAM weekly meeting Tuesday November 5 at 7
p.m. in the Casey Room-MLK Union. Important meeting. Please
attend.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP Worship service Sunday
November 3 at 10:30 a.m. 2231 S. 4th St. Christian Campus House.
Prayer at 9:30 a.m. Donoughts at 10 a.m.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHIOR Choir rehearsal tonight at 6
p.m. in the Fine Arts Building room 013. Your attendance is needed so
we can prepare for the upcoming concert on November 9.
STUDENTS FOR UNITY meeting today at 2 p.m. in the African
American Culture Center. Everyone please try to attend, we have alot
to do

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

On the Verge of the Weekend

Cub not a tame band
by patty marcus
staff writer
Finally a band that can live up to the
great 80’s female sound! Cub snarls its
way through the musical time-zone and
proves that rock and roll still thrives
on.
With a voice almost as tough as that
of Joan Jett’s, this Canadian trio’s lead
vocalist, Lisa Marr is sure to knock
your socks off with her immaculate
vocals.
Do not assume that these ladies are
just another “chick band” (like Veruca
Salt, the Smoothies, Fuzzy etc.)
because they can surpass the bands of
today and still be compared to the
great Go Go’s and other rock bands of
the previous decade. A twinge weaker
than The Muff’s and a hell of a lot rowdier than Velocity Girl, Cub will stifle
you with its greatness.
Upon first hearing the new album,
“Box of Hair,” I desperately wanted to
be psychic and know the words to

every single song. I can only use one
word to describe the lyrical content of
every tune on this CD: superb.
“Magic 8 Ball,” the album’s third
track immediately caught me. It is
chock full of hand-claps and there is a
sweet concentration of the accordion.
I was also impressed by the fact that
the band can be charmingly tactful
when it comes to still crushing on an
ex-boyfriend check out “Main and
Broadway”.
Robynn’s guitar work resembles that
surf guitar sort of sound (I swear I
could see Frankie and Anette making
out on their beach blanket, while listening to “One Last Kiss”).
The bass, played by Marr, is carried
well throughout the entire album, and
often sounds parallel to the Robynn’s
guitar work; I must say it works wonders!
A friend of mine had once told me
he had developed a crush on drummer,
Lisa G, because of her belting on the
album’s last song, “Not What You

Think.” I believe him now.
She sounds thrashy and pissed off,
and it is a complete turn on.
I am utterly thrilled there is a band
which exists out there that does not
depend on hardships and pessimism to
sell records.
These adorable girls are so tragically
real, its pathetic. Your tousled hair will
fall in your eyes when you hear this
catchy album, while Lisa Marr sings to
you and tell’s you you’re life’s not that
bad after all. Cub is sure to rock you
world no matter how anchored it is!

Cub
“Box of Hair”
Lookout/Mint
Records
Diggity Dank

Community shopping
trip set for Saturday
by ashley marquart
staff writer
The Charleston Recreation Department is sponsoring a
shopping trip to Schaumburg on Saturday.
The shopping trip will be to Woodfield mall in
Schaumburg, located in suburban Chicago. A charter bus
will pick up shoppers at 8 a.m. at the Rotary pool parking
lot. The bus ride is about three and a half hours long. The
buses will return to Charleston at 9:30 p.m.
Woodfield Mall is the “next largest mall to Mall of
America in Minneapolis,” said Recreation Center employee Andrea Doty. “The mall is huge and has three levels.”
The bus won’t stop between Charleston and
Schaumburg, or on the way back. Participants are allowed
to take coolers on the bus with food and beverages but
no alcohol is permitted.
Anyone is allowed to go on the trip. The price of the
bus ticket is $25 a person. There is a limit to the number
of people able to go so tickets will be sold on a first-come
first-serve basis.
To sign up, people must go to the Charleston
Recreation Office located at 520 Jackson St. in
Charleston. All participants must sign a waiver. For more
information call the Recreation Office at 345-6897.
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notices

Official Notices are paid for by the Office of University Publications.
Questions concerning Notices should be directed to the originator.
PERKINS/NDSL BORROWERS––If you are graduating or do not
plan to be at least a half-time student at Eastern next semester, it
is mandatory to complete an exit interview. Failure to do so will
result in a COMPLETE HOLD being placed on your University
record. Interviews will be held in the office of Student Accounts,
South side Old Main, Cashier ’s entrance on November 5,
November 7, November 11 and November 13, 1996. CALL 5813715 TO SCHEDULE YOUR EXIT INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT.–Linda Coffey, Assistant Bursar
DROP DEADLINE––The deadline for dropping a class or WITHDRAWING FROM THE UNIVERSITY is MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4.
The student will receive either a “WP” or a “WF” at the discretion of
the instructor of the class. Be sure to call in on the Touch-Tone
System at least 15 minutes before closing time.–Michael D. Taylor,
Registrar.

SURPRISE
YOUR FRIEND!
Tim

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS

Place a

BIRTHDAY AD
with a
PHOTO AND
MESSAGE
in

The Daily
Eastern
News
(Deadline: 2 Business Days
Before Ad is to run)
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Face to Face’s latest:

John Kelly:

Not typical house music Good if you don’t know any better
by greg pipkin
staff writer
I started listening to what was
called music without vocals back
in eighth grade. Up until that time
what was known as “house
music” in the suburbs, had no
appeal to me. At that time the
Beasty Boys held most of my
attention.
Since then, this newest branch
of hip-hip formed it’s way into my
CD collection.
Funky Desert Breaks, by D.J.
John Kelly is released on an independent label Moonshine Music.
This is an album which walks
the line between house and techno. Most of the songs seem to
carry the same beats and tempos
as current popular house cuts,
but with different background
sounds.
Kelly attempts to introduce a
soft consistent mimic of house
music, with a South Western flavor; but it doesn’t work. Instead
it ends up sounding like a techno

alternative.
Although the album carries
over 20 separate tracks, it’s hard
to tell which songs are which.
Most of the songs sound the
same.
The only variety on the album
is when he has guest D.J.s from
out west.
If you, like me, are used to
classic Chicago house music, you
won’t be interested in D.J. John
Kelly, but if you like the club
techno, you might be able to listen to it.
Maybe this album was intended
to introduce house and techno
out west; but for the rest of the
country Funky Desert Breaks
isn’t for you.

DJ John Kelley
“Funky Desert
Breaks”
Moonshine
Music
Shwag

to track #4, which is entitled “ordinary” – it might
as well be on their best album, “Don’t Turn Away.”
It’s that good!
As far as all of the lyrics go, they are no different
from any other one of the band’s songs. Of course,
the majority of their listeners have never really paid
attention to the messages that Trevor Keith was
trying to send, any way. Sorry Trevor, we only like
you for the background sound, so you might as well
shut-up.
All cynicism aside, if you like the skate-punk
sound and aren’t too familiar with the older (better)
stuff that Face to Face has put out, then your virgin
ears will be impressed. However, if you are a loyal
fan of the band, I think you might be disappointed.
This band is a lot more capable than A&M records
is allowing them to be. Unfortunately, a change of
label can also be a change of heart.

by greg pipkin
staff writer
Face to Face’s label hopping makes every difference in their ability to create fast, driving music.
Still, the band’s Judas fans are going to be sorry that
they have decided not to listen to the band anymore. Having this be the fourth album from this
adrenaline-pumping band, I am sad to see them sign
over to A&M.
It is my personal belief that this “major” label
held the usually pissed off rockers a little too tightly
by their wallet chains, this time. Upon first hearing
this album, I sensed some “major label regret” from
lead singer/songwriter/guitarist, Trever Keith. The
album’s ninth track, “Want” describes this observation of mine, perfectly.
In this catchy song, Trever’s rough-tough voice
sings: “Too much, too soon, too late, ‘till you realize. You’ve got it made, you’re in for a big surprise.”
Also, I was wary of a few Bad Religion sounding
intros, but the boys proved me wrong by surprising
me with their own distinct sound that punk rock
kids love. Speaking of punk rockers, they better
beware of “Complicated” and its cheese metal guitar riffs (I like it, but I know they won’t). If you are
looking for old-school Face to Face, turn your ears

When We Say We Ad
Match Competitors Ads

WE DO IT!!

Face to Face
“Face to Face”
A&M Records
OK

NEW Payment Option: ATM DEBIT CARDS
ACCEPTED

SAME LOW PRICES
at BOTH LOCATIONS!
Westside Super Saver
505 W. Lincoln - Charleston

OPEN
24hr.

960 18th St. - Charleston

SPOOKTACULAR SAVINGS
WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

• Money Orders - 39¢
• Food Stamps Accepted
• Postage Stamps

Services

• Coupons Accepted
• Copy Service

• Lotto

SPOOKTACULAR SAVINGS
Lay’s

Original, Thin, or Light 12-inch

Potato Chips

1

$

97

Totino’s

/4

2 $ 00

Hearty Pockets . . . . . .
9.5 oz

2
1

$ 07
Stouffer’s Entrees . . . . .
Creamette
$ 27
Elbow Mac . . . . . . . . . .
Homestyle Only

7.5-9.5 oz

32 oz

Campbell’s

Chunky Soups
19 oz Cans

Tombstone Pizzas

14 oz
Bag

/ 10

3 $
Kleenex

Facial Tissues

97

¢

/4

1
$ 47
Liquid Detergent . . . . . 5
¢
Facial Tissues. . . . . . . . 97
Dove

Dish Liquid . . . . . . .42. oz.

$ 47

Wisk

100 oz

Puffs

175 ct.

175 count pkg.

3 $ 00

00

Bunny

Round Top
Bread
16 oz Loaf

97

¢

PRICES EFFECTIVE FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1 THRU SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1996

